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RÉSUMÉ
L’amélioration des systémes de réfrigération par éjecteur utilisant des fluides rétrogrades a
été ciblée. La nature de ces fluides a été expliquée ainsi que leurs principaux avantages et
inconvénients. Un modèle numérique a été développé et validé préliminairement avec des
données expérimentales antérieures de réfrigérants réguliers et rétrogrades. La simulation
de systèmes de réfrigération à éjecteur conventionnels et compression améliorés a été réa-
lisée en utilisant un groupe sélectionné de réfrigérants. La série des butènes rétrogrades a
montré une performance supérieure parmi d’autres, en considérant deux cas d’étude : une
application de climatisation et une de patinoire intérieure, pour lesquelles le réfrigérant
1butène a été sélectionné. L’évaluation économique d’un système d’éjection à compression
amélioré a révélé qu’il peut couvrir son investissement pendant le premier tiers de sa du-
rée de vie, ce qui nécessite un coût annuel d’électricité de 57% de moins par rapport au
cycle de compression conventionnel. Une expérience en rafale a été planifiée et mise en
place en raison de sa flexibilité, sa simplicité et son expérimentation rapide, pour tester
la performance de l’éjecteur conçu. L’éjecteur a été préalablement testé avec de l’air, puis
du 1butène réfrigérant. Les résultats ont montré que le double étranglement et le com-
portement d’éjecteur bien connu sous diverses conditions opératoires ont été pleinement
atteints. Le déplacement du tuyau convergent divergent primaire positivement vers la sec-
tion constante augmente à la fois les taux d’entraînement et de compression jusqu’à une
position optimale de + 4,5 cm, après quoi le rapport d’entraînement diminue. La validité
des résultats expérimentaux, acquis sur la base du principe de rafale, a été confirmée quand
l’ordre de grandeur des termes instationnaires dans les équations gouvernant l’écoulement
a été de 105 à 107 fois moins que les autres termes de gradient, montrant que l’hypo-
thèse de l’état quasi-stationnaire est acceptable. Les valeurs estimées du COP du cycle
d’éjecteur de base et du COP mécanique variaient de 0.1 à 0.15 et de 9.2 à 13.7, respecti-
vement, lorsque la température d’évaporation variait entre -14.5oC et -6.1oC. L’évaluation
numérique des résultats expérimentaux a indiqué que chaque éjecteur peut avoir sa corré-
lation particulière de l’efficacité de mélange en fonction des conditions opérationnelles et
ses caractéristiques géométriques. L’efficacité de mélange augmente lorsque le rapport de
la pression d’écoulement primaire à secondaire augmente, et diminue avec l’augmentation
du rapport de la section d’éjecteur. La modélisation instationnaire a été comparée aux
résultats expérimentaux de rafale montrant un bon accord. Les valeurs du débit massique
secondaire pourraient eˆtre calculées avec une erreur absolue infèrieure à 15%.
Mots-clés : éjecteur - rétrograde - économique - patinoire - en rafale

ABSTRACT
Enhancement of ejector refrigeration systems using retrograde fluids was targeted. The
nature of these fluids was explained, including their main advantages and disadvantages.
A numerical model was developed and validated preliminarily with previous experimental
data of regular and retrograde working fluids. Simulation of conventional and compression-
enhanced ejector refrigeration systems was performed using a selected group of refrigerants.
The retrograde butene series showed superior performance among others, considering two
case studies: air conditioning and indoor ice rink applications, where 1butene refrigerant
was nominated. Economic evaluation of compression-enhanced ejector systems revealed
that it can recover its investment during the first one third of its lifetime requiring 57%
less annual cost of electricity compared to the basic vapour compression candidate. A
blowdown experiment has been planned and set up owing to its flexibility, simplicity
and fast experimentation, to test the performance of the designed ejector. The ejector
was preliminary tested with air then 1butene refrigerant. Results showed that double
choking and well-known ejector behaviour under various operating conditions have been
fully achieved. Displacing the primary nozzle positively towards the constant area section
increased both of the entrainment and compression ratios till an optimum position of +4.5
cm, after which the entrainment ratio diminished. Validity of the acquired experimental
results, based on the blowdown principle, was confirmed when the order of magnitude of
the unsteady terms in the flow governing equations turned to be 105 to 107 times less than
other gradient terms. This proves that the quasi-steady state assumption is acceptable.
The estimated basic ejector cycle COP and mechanical COP values ranged from 0.1 to
0.15, and from 9.2 to 13.7, respectively, when the evaporation temperature varied between
-14.5oC and -6.1oC. Numerical assessment of the experimental results indicated that each
ejector can have its particular correlation of the mixing efficiency as a function of the
operating conditions and its characteristic geometrical features. The mixing efficiency
increases as the ratio of the primary to secondary flow pressure increases, and decreases
with the increase in the ejector area ratio. Transient modeling has been compared with
the blowdown experimental results showing a good agreement. Values of the secondary
mass flow rate could be calculated with an absolute error no more than 15%.
Keywords: ejector - retrograde - economic - ice rinks - blowdown
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Refrigeration cycles using ejectors are used in several engineering applications and have
many advantages, being able to meet various refrigeration and air-conditioning demands
without the need for high-grade energy like conventional vapor compression systems (i.e.,
electricity for the compressor). Waste heat from many industrial applications is rejected
to the surrounding at moderate temperatures, commonly around 100 to 250 ◦C, qualifying
it as a low-grade energy source. For instance, gas turbine’s exhaust temperature, after
being utilized in waste heat boilers for steam generation, can reach around 200 ◦C [29].
Utilization of this waste heat to produce cold can be applied via heat-operated absorption
and ejector refrigeration systems, while consuming very little electricity (i.e., high-grade
energy). That would result not only in efficient consumption of the fossil fuel resources
and CO2 emissions reduction from power plants, but also better implementation of the
renewable solar energy resource. The scope of the present study is, however, devoted
towards the ejector refrigeration systems, because of the increased design complexity along
with higher capital and maintenance costs for the other absorption systems.
Conventional ejector refrigeration systems are mainly linked to air conditioning appli-
cations. Low temperature refrigeration applications represent a huge source of power
consumption in Canada and specially the Quebec province. For instance, the base refrig-
eration load for an indoor ice rink application can reach around 100kW in summer [68].
The COP of ejector systems is not satisfactory at very low evaporation temperatures. A
solution to this problem is converting the cycle to the booster-assisted version through
installing a compressor to decrease the pressure lift required by the ejector and enhance
the performance. Adding an intercooler also improves the performance, overcomes control
problems and maintains smooth running under fluctuating operating conditions.
The booster-assisted cycle represents an intermediate version between the ejector cycle
and the conventional vapor compression cycle. The fixed cost of the ejector systems is
normally bigger than that of the vapor compression systems as they incorporate more
equipment. Thus, an economic analysis is necessary to investigate the feasibility of such
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design in terms of cost savings of electricity realized by implementing free waste heat. In
our study we are considering both the basic and compression enhanced ejector systems.
Retrograde fluids are those characterized by having saturation vapor lines with positive
slopes on their temperature-entropy diagrams. This property can be advantageous in
ejector refrigeration cycles through eliminating any condensation probability inside the
ejectors, thus achieving a stable and safe ejector operation with dry -droplet-free- expan-
sion. Besides, these fluids tend to be relatively denser than their regular counterparts, so
smaller compression work could be paid to acquire the same pressure rise. Investigation of
these fluids, with an attempt to make use of their advantages to enhance the performance
of different configurations of ejector refrigeration systems is the main objective of this
study.
Selecting the group of refrigerants upon which the optimum will be nominated depends
on various thermodynamical and environmental characteristics along with security pur-
poses. The second step is developing a numerical model in order to predict the system
performance and undertake preliminary comparative analysis at the desired operating
conditions.
Experimental investigation of the ejector is the core work of this study. Many installations
have been described in literature, either the complete refrigeration cycle or just focused
on the ejector through a discharge process to the surroundings. The latter always used
air or nitrogen instead of real refrigerants. However, a closed loop test set up based on
the blowdown principle may combine the capabilities of both: testing the real refrigerants
along with a simple, cheap and flexible test bench. The challenge will be simulating the
operating conditions of the real ejector system as well as proving the reliability of the
acquired results.
1.2 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, a comprehensive literature review is given. It includes an
overview of the different configurations of ejector refrigeration cycles which will be con-
sidered in our analysis, their principle of operation, as well as the previous works done on
their numerical and experimental investigation. In addition, the physics of retrograde flu-
ids will be explained, resulting in their specific advantages and disadvantages. Finally, the
criteria upon which refrigerants are selected, as well as studies concerned with refrigerants
comparison will be previewed.
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In Chapter 3, numerical modeling of conventional and booster-assisted ejector refrigeration
systems is given, along with a comparative analysis including a group of various regular and
retrograde refrigerants. The chapter ends up with a simplified economical study of both
systems. Chapter 4 includes a detailed description of the experimental installation built
and tested at ’Université de Sherbrooke’ indicating the advantages of its experimental
principle. Experimental results are presented and discussed in Chapter 5, followed by
justification of the reliability of the experimental idea then estimated COP values of the
ejector refrigeration system. Afterwards, transient numerical results are compared to the
experimental data. The important conclusions as well as the future work of this study are
listed in Chapter 6. Finally, the thesis ends with an Appendix then the related references.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter we present a summary of the previous advancements done in the area
of ejector refrigeration cycles concerning their implementation of retrograde refrigerants.
The first part of this review shows the principle of operation of the conventional ejector
refrigeration cycle which was previously introduced, as well as the modifications done to it.
It points out to the ejector cycle configurations which will be considered in our analysis.
The second part includes an overview on the physics of retrograde fluids, including a
related non-classical gas dynamical feature. This part is preliminary to understand one
of the main advantages of retrograde fluids, which is the dry expansion through ejectors.
The third part describes, in details, the advantages and disadvantages of retrograde fluids
regarding their implementation in our ejector refrigeration systems.
The fourth part summarizes some important numerical and experimental studies done on
ejector refrigeration cycles. In the numerical subsection, the history of the ejector modeling
will be just previewed, while the procedure and governing equations will be discussed later
on in Chapter 3. On the other hand, the review of the experimental studies is very useful
prior to planning for the proposed experimental test rig design.
The fifth part explains some of the key performance parameters which are directly related
to the ejector cycles. Among which are, the criteria for refrigerants selection according
to their environmental and safety characteristics, which will be essential in choosing our
refrigerant. In addition to an overview on the most popular previously examined refrig-
erants, both regular and retrograde ones. Besides, the ranges of operating evaporation
temperatures that were commonly investigated in literature are given, showing that ejec-
tor refrigeration cycles for an icing application have not been well studied. And finally
presented are the previous studies done for refrigerant comparison under the same waste
heat source temperature, instead of the generation temperatures as done commonly in
literature. This approach, as will be explained in the third part, was found appropriate
to select the optimum refrigerant, giving a special care to avoid condensation inside the
ejectors and maintain its stable operation.
In the last section, general comments will be given on the literature, including the limita-
tions of these previous studies.
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2.1 Conventional and Enhanced Ejector Refrigeration
Systems
The basic ejector refrigeration cycle is shown in Figure 2.1. It resembles the ordinary
vapor compression cycle, except that the mechanical compressor is replaced by three com-
ponents: a pump, a generator and an ejector, the latter sometimes designated as a thermo-
mechanical compressor. It’s, therefore, sometimes preferred to divide the ejector cycle into
a power subcycle (i.e., pump, generator & ejector as a turbine) and a refrigeration subcycle
(expansion device, evaporator & ejector as a compressor) with a common condenser. The
related Carnot cycle is plotted in Figure 2.2. This ideal cycle has the maximum coefficient
of performance
COPcarnot =
Tevap
Tgen
.
Tgen − Tcond
Tcond − Tevap (2.1)
while that of the real cycle is given as the ratio between the gained refrigeration to the
sum of the paid heat at the generator and the power in the pump
COPcycle =
Qref
Qgen +Wpump
(2.2)
The main advantages of such design turn into: few maintenance, reliability, simple con-
struction and operation, and finally low fixed and running costs [45].
The most important part of the ejector cycle upon which the whole research work is fo-
cused is the ejector itself. Being invented by Sir Charles Parsons around 1901, ejectors
were firstly used to remove non-condensable air from the condensers of steam power cy-
cles. In 1910, it was the first time when Maurice Leblanc designed steam ejectors for
refrigeration purposes. The popularity of these systems grew up till the 1930s specially for
air conditioning applications. Later on, the interests about the vapor compression cycles
superseded those regarding the ejector cycles, because the heat-driven ejector cycles have
much lower COP (i.e., despite making use of waste heat) than vapor compression ones, in
addition to being inapplicable to be used for small domestic applications. It wasn’t until
the 1990s when the research work was redirected extensively towards ejector refrigeration
systems due to their aforementioned merits [19].
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Figure 2.1 Conventional ejector refrigeration cycle [15].
Figure 2.2 Ideal ejector refrigeration cycle on the T − s diagram [2].
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The real ejector refrigeration thermodynamic cycle is plotted on the T − s diagram as in
Figure 2.3, including the labeled states which will be useful when reaching the upcoming
modeling section. An enlargement of the ejector interior, as well as the velocity and
pressure distribution of the flow inside are shown in Figures 2.4A and 2.4B, respectively.
The ejector main parts are a suction chamber, a constant area section and a diffuser.
The suction chamber represents a nozzle through which the secondary stream flows, thus
its called also the secondary nozzle. Besides, the ejector includes a primary convergent
divergent nozzle which carries the primary flow. The cycle operates as follows: High
pressure and temperature primary motive flow is generated inside the boiler at state 1,
after entering with subcoooled conditions at state 6, through a heat exchange with an
external waste heat source. This high energy stream expands to supersonic low pressure
condition at state m via the primary nozzle. The resultant low pressure region induces the
secondary flow to expand though the secondary nozzle from state 2 into sonic condition
n, after which it meets and mixes with the primary flow. A double choking condition is
therefore maintained. The resultant mixture y, necessarily supersonic, passes through the
constant area section where it’s decelerated a little due to friction until state c. After that
a shock wave occurs where the major compression effect is achieved. In fact, assuming a
single shock wave at the end of the constant area section is just for modeling purposes.
It is, however, a series of oblique shock waves called shock train which occurs practically
ending with the downstream subsonic state d. At last, the flow decelerates once again
in the diffuser and exits near stagnation conditions at state 3, and matching with the
condenser pressure. Afterwards, the refrigerant is condensed till the liquid state 4, where
it is separated again into primary and secondary streams. The primary one is pumped
back to the boiler, while the other is throttled in the expansion device to the cold state
5. Finally, the secondary stream enters the evaporator to carry the refrigeration load and
exit at state 2 where the cycle is repeated.
The main sources of inevitable irreversibilities inside the ejector are: compression shock
waves associated with the supersonic flow, the mixing process between primary and sec-
ondary streams and parasitic friction with the interior walls. These contribute to the
entropy generation, making a major percentage of the whole system exergy destruction
inherent in the ejector.
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Figure 2.3 Thermodynamic representation of the ejector refrigeration cycle on
T − s diagram [45].
Figure 2.4 A) Ejector components, B) Velocity and pressure distribution inside
[45].
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Additional components can be installed into the simple ejector refrigeration cycle like a
pre-cooler and/or a pre-heater as those shown in Figure 2.5. Despite being inconsistent
with the simplicity and low cost of the conventional cycle, this modification can improve
the system efficiency. The temperature of the refrigerant exiting from the condenser
and heading to the boiler is slightly increased, while that entering the throttle valve is
decreased. Hence, the required heat added and the cooling load of the system will be
reduced and increased, respectively [19].
Figure 2.5 Additional pre-cooler and pre-heater to the conventional ejector
cycle [19].
As will be denoted later on in section 2.6.2, the COP of the basic ejector cycle is not
satisfactory at very low evaporation temperatures. Because the compression ratio required
in that case may be large enough that the pressure recovery inside the ejector (i.e., via
shock waves and diffuser) can not withstand. This leads to either a small entrained
mass flow rate from the evaporator and a limited acquired refrigeration load, or even
malfunction of the whole system. A solution to this problem is placing a compressor, also
called a booster, before the ejector to decrease the required pressure lift ratio across it,
as shown in Figure 2.6. This cycle represents a combination between the ejector cycle
and the ordinary vapor compression cycle. If, for example, the compressor is switched off,
the cycle becomes the ordinary ejector one. In contrast, if the pressure rise done by the
compressor equals to that between the condenser and the evaporator, no primary mass
flow rate will pass through the power subcycle and it turns to be a pure vapor compression
cycle. The thermodynamic analysis of this cycle is the same as the simple ejector cycle
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except that the high grade compressor power is added to the denominator of Equation
2.2. In order to limit the value of this high grade energy we define
COPmechanical =
Qref
Wcomp
(2.3)
and keep it fixed in our analysis and comparison studies.
As discussed widely in literature, the booster-assisted ejector refrigeration system always
has the configuration as the booster first then the ejector. The reason for that can be the
cooling issue. The compressor usually needs cooling for its electrical winding to protect it
from burning out, in addition to cooling its internal walls and the lubricating oil to avoid
compressor failure. This cooling is usually provided by the relatively cold refrigerant
exiting from the evaporator, plus any optional cooling accessory like a fan. Moreover, the
ejector needs no cooling. If the ejector is placed first then the compressor, the discharge
temperature from the ejector would be such elevated that it would cause overheating of
the downstream compressor.
The booster-assisted ejector refrigeration cycle is improved by adding the intercooler, an
extra accessory recommended firstly by Sokolov and Hershgal [71], shown in Figure 2.7.
This heat and mass exchanger divides the cycle into an ejector subcycle and a vapor com-
pression subcycle. The advantage of such modification is overcoming the control problems
of matching the booster with the ejector. That helps to maintain smooth running of
the system under fluctuating operating conditions. Also, the intercooler acts as an oil
separator which guarantees clean operation of the ejector by preventing the escape of oil
droplets from the compressor to it. Moreover, it reduces the impact of excessive refrig-
erant superheating caused by the booster addition on increasing the condenser load. Its
addition results in a larger refrigeration effect (R.E., J kg−1) and COP of the cycle, serving
the same refrigeration capacity (Qref , W) under the same evaporation and condensation
temperatures. The refrigerant mass flow rates and the heat added in the boiler are then
smaller, along with the condenser duty. This is the cycle that is considered in the present
study, in addition to the basic ejector cycle.
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Figure 2.6 Booster-assisted ejector refrigeration cycle.
Figure 2.7 Compression enhanced ejector refrigeration cycle with intercooler
[15]
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2.2 Physics of Retrograde Fluids
It started when Thompson et al. [74] studied the possibility of shock discontinuities hav-
ing a vapor upstream state and a liquid downstream state, named complete condensation
(liquefaction) shock waves. This feature is possible only for fluids with high molecu-
lar complexity having the ratio Covcr/R > 24.1, according to their used thermodynamic
model. Covcr is the constant volume specific heat in the ideal gas limit calculated at the
critical temperature, while R is the specific gas constant. Several common fluids have this
condition satisfied. Condensation shock waves can be modeled through the well-known
shock wave governing equations and could be experimentally investigated. They are like
ordinary shock waves except that compression causes condensation of the vapor.
An essential characteristic has to exist for a fluid to show this abnormal feature, it is the
tendency to condense upon isentropic compression, or in other words, they tend to evap-
orate under isentropic expansion. Those having this property are called retrograde fluids,
as shown in Figure 2.8. For instance, all organic compounds in the paraffin hydrocarbon
series having molecular complexity level above that of propane are retrograde.
Figure 2.8 Regular vs retrograde fluids on T−s diagram.(a) Regular fluid, such
as water, in which isentropic expansion leads to condensation. (b) Retrograde
fluid, such as octane, in which isentropic expansion leads to evaporation. The
liquid, mixture and vapor regions are indicated by L, M and B, respectively [74].
Moreover, partial condensation shocks starting with a two phase upstream state in the
wet region and ending with a downstream state in the liquid region are possible even for
regular fluids having simple molecular composition, like water. As shown in Figure 2.9,
as the molecular complexity increases, the quality of the upstream states resulting in fully
condensed downstream states increases. In other words, the upstream mixture becomes
less wet, until saturated vapor states are reached for fluids having Covcr/R > 24.1. The
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locus of the upstream states is found by calculating the inverse adiabat from a saturated
liquid downstream state.
Figure 2.9 Locus for maximum quality upstream shock states giving a satu-
rated liquid downstream state, plotted on T−s diagrams for fluids with different
retrograde behavior. Upstream states are pointed out by the arrows. Hatched
regions include other possible upstream states. (a) Water, Covcr/R = 3.46. (b)
Fluid with minimum complexity to have a complete condensation shock, Covcr/R
= 24.1 (c) Fluid with Covcr/R = 51.6 [74].
Thompson et al. [73] completed on the previous study towards the experimental investiga-
tion of such special liquefaction shockwaves. The calculations were performed implement-
ing Van der Waals, Benedict-Webb-Rubin, as well as other equations of state. Octane was
mentioned as an example of a high molecular complexity retrograde fluid.
Being realized as a convenient dimensionless controlling parameter, a special emphasis was
given to the reciprocal of the normalized characteristic heat capacity, δ = C˜v
−1
= R/Covcr ,
being commonly used in the related thermodynamic relations. As shown in Figure 2.10,
as the molecular complexity increases, C˜v increases, δ decreases, and the well-known bell-
shaped co-existence curve on the fluid’s T−s diagram tilts more to the right. Calculations
using the theory of corresponding states reveal that the vapor saturation line becomes
vertical, or isentropic (i.e., ds
dT
|σ = 0) when C˜v ' 11.2 (i.e., δ ' 0.089. This threshold value
corresponds to sulfur hexafluoride SF6, and matches with hydrocarbons lying between
propane and butane in the alkane series. The symbol σ stands for saturation boundary.
For example, Benzene has C˜v = 17.1, so it shows a degree of retrograde behavior.
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Figure 2.10 Reduced T − s diagrams of substances with increasing non dimen-
sional heat capacities; (a) Ethene (C2H2), C˜v = 4.03; (b) Propane (C3H8), C˜v
= 9.64; (c) Octane (C8H18), C˜v = 36.82; (d) Pf-methyldecaline (C11F20), C˜v =
73.4 [73].
In case of large C˜v values, condensation occurs as a result of compression, because the
compression work correspondingly produces a small temperature rise. That is the retro-
grade behavior. However, if the fluid is regular with small C˜v values, vapor compression
will lead a large temperature rise where condensation becomes impossible. For example,
this applies to ethene, propane, air, steam and other common substances.
The retrogracity, r(Tsat), was defined to quantify the phase change properties of both
regular and retrograde fluids. It expresses the slope difference between the isentrope and
the vapor-pressure curve on the P − T diagram of a certain substance, as previewed in
Figure 2.11. It’s defined as
r(Tsat) =
(∂P/∂T )s − (dP/dT )σ
(dP/dT )σ
(2.4)
where (∂P/∂T )s represents the isentrope slope, while (dP/dT )σ is the slope of the satu-
ration line. If r(Tsat) is positive, then isentropes are steeper than the saturation line, and
compression causes condensation (i.e., retrograde behavior). If r(Tsat) is negative then
condensation takes place under expansion. A photo of a liquefaction shock wave using
fluorocarbon FC-75 is previewed in Figure 2.12. Finally, a summary on the nature of
retrograde fluids is presented in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.11 Pressure temperature diagram for regular (r < 0) and retrograde
(r > 0) fluids [73].
Figure 2.12 Liquefaction shock wave emergence from the open end of the Rens-
selaer shock-tube test section into the observation chamber using fluorocarbon
FC-75 (perfluoro-Tetrahydrobutylfuran, C8F16O) with initial conditions Po =
0.726 bar, To= 100 ◦C, and pre-shock mach number Mo = 1.88 [73].
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Table 2.1 Summary of the previous studies by Thompson et al. [74],[73] on the
nature of retrograde fluids. Substances are in ascending order of retrogracity
Substance δ = C˜v
−1
Nature sat. vap. line slope on T − s possible liquefaction shock
Water 0.289 regular negative partial
Ethene (C2H4) 0.248 regular negative partial
Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) 0.089 = 11.2−1 neutral ∞ (vertical) (isentropic) partial
Benzene (C6H6) 0.059 retrograde positive partial
- 0.0415 = 24.1−1 retrograde positive complete
FC-75 (C8F16O) 0.019 retrograde positive complete
Pf-methyldecaline (C11F20) 0.0136 retrograde positive complete
2.3 Advantages of Retrograde Fluids
Recalling Figure 2.8, the distinction between retrograde and regular fluids was basically
explained. Retrograde fluids have saturation vapor lines with positive slopes on their
T − s diagrams. While regular fluids tend to condense upon adiabatic expansion, like
what happens in supersonic nozzle experiments or at the end stages of steam turbines,
and causes erosion to the turbine blades as well as deteriorating the turbine efficiency.
Hence, the first advantage of retrograde fluids is preserving dry (droplet-free) expansion
through the ejector without any condensation risks thus achieving a stable and safe oper-
ation, even if the primary state is saturated vapor. This is why in literature retrograde
fluids are also known as dry fluids, with regular fluids as wet fluids. However, in this
study we are going to make use of the physical terminology introduced by Thompson et
al. (i.e., regular versus retrograde). Many authors, [14, 16, 19, 31, 33, 54], pointed out to
the necessity of avoiding any condensation inside the ejector.
The formation of any liquid droplets near the primary nozzle exit may block the effective
area, impinge harmfully into the wall of the ejector causing abrasion and damage. And
more importantly, nucleation near the nozzle throat can cause the flow to decelerate into
sonic speed leading to the presence of oscillating unsteady flow and unstable ejector op-
eration. Therefore, recalling the expansion process 1-m in Figure 2.3, we can conclude
that for regular fluids an amount of superheat is usually necessary in the generator for the
primary flow (i.e., state 1) before entering the ejector to obtain a droplet-free expansion.
In fact, this superheat is considered as a potential energy loss [71],[14]. As at that su-
perheated temperature T1, a higher generator pressure, or primary motive pressure, could
have been achieved if we used instead a retrograde fluid where no superheat is needed.
Being related also to the average temperature of heat addition, as the degree of superheat
increases, the cycle relative efficiency, ηCarnot = COP/COPCarnot, decreases, as shown in
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Figure 2.13. Despite the fact that maximizing the amount of superheat actually enhances
the entrainment ratio due to the increased primary stream’s total energy, the amount of
heat added in the generator may increase largely in a manner that supersedes that in-
crease in the entrainment ratio. The COP grows up slightly, sometimes it remains nearly
constant or decreases with too much superheating.
Figure 2.13 Effect of superheat on the ejector refrigeration cycle performance
using R134a. ∆Tp is the amount of superheat, while µ here is the entrainment
ratio [14].
A comparison is shown in Figure 2.14 between two fluids having similar thermodynamic
properties. Ammonia, a well known regular fluid, and isobutane, a retrograde candidate.
They have very near critical temperatures, an important controlling parameter for the
thermodynamic properties, thus having approximately the same pressure lift ratio required
by the ejector (i.e., condenser pressure/ evaporator pressure) at the same condensation
and evaporation temperatures. For the same available waste heat source temperature
Tsource, an amount of superheat is needed only with ammonia to have a dry expansion
through ejector. Thus, the generator pressure should be small enough to allow for this
superheat. On the other hand with isobutane, we are able to raise the generator pressure,
likely, as much as we can without any fear from condensation within the ejector, even
with saturated vapor primary stream conditions. As a result, the entrainment ratio w and
COP in case of the retrograde fluid are incomparable with those of the regular one. This
is the reason why it is more realistic to compare between different refrigerants at the same
operating source temperature, rather than the boiling temperature as done commonly in
literature.
The second advantage comes from another observation related to the nature of the isen-
tropes of regular and retrograde fluids on their P−v plane. Due to the fact that retrograde
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Figure 2.14 Ammonia (R717) vs Isobutane (R600a) under the same operating
conditions for a conventional ejector refrigeration cycle.
fluids tend to condense upon isentropic compression (i.e., imagine we reverse the arrows
in Figure 2.8 to simulate the opposite process), their isentropes are bent more towards the
vapor saturation line. This leads us to notice that for a certain isentropic compression
process, the work done in case of a retrograde fluid is smaller than that of a regular one.
Using Van der Waals equation of state, we evaluated two compression processes starting
with the same initial state 1 and providing the same pressure ratio for two fluid samples.
The first one is regular, with the dimensionless ratio δ = 0.2, while the other is retrograde
with δ = 0.005. From the definition of the work done for an open system process, and its
graphical representation as the projected area between the process line and the pressure
axis (i.e, shaded area in Figure 2.15), we can conclude that the work done on the retrograde
fluid is smaller. A parallel insight reveals that the average specific volume across the
process is smaller in the retrograde fluid case (i.e., v2retrograde < v2regular), which means that
it is relatively denser causing the work to be smaller. As a result, we are including the
booster-assisted ejector refrigeration cycle in our analysis.
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Figure 2.15 Compression processes for both regular (left) and retrograde
(right) fluids using Van der Waals equation of state. Pressure and volume are
normalized to their critical values.
2.4 Disadvantages of Retrograde Fluids
Now we move to the disadvantages of retrograde fluids. The first is that due to the negative
slope nature of the saturation vapor line, retrograde fluids have smaller latent heats, and
thus provides smaller refrigeration effect at the same evaporation temperature if compared
with regular fluids (i.e., smaller projected area beneath the line of process 5-2 in Figure
2.14).
The other disadvantage was inspired from plentiful calculations of the cycle’s performance
using different retrograde refrigerants. Highly retrograde fluids show increasing pressure
ratio values required by the ejector, along with lower cycle COP. As illustrated in Figure
2.16, the retrogracity of any fluid grows up as its molecular complexity increases.
Another practical constraint is that heavy retrograde fluids are in liquid state at atmo-
spheric conditions, and have elevated boiling point temperatures. Which means that
operating at very low - near zero ◦C - evaporation temperatures imposes a significant vac-
uum pressure in the evaporator. Therefore, a high risk of air residuals entrainment into
the cycle would exist along with the need of perfect sealing of the system. In closing, it is
therefore a trade-off process to select the optimum refrigerant for our ejector refrigeration
systems.
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Figure 2.16 Comparison between alkanes (CnH2n+2) as working fluids for an
ejector refrigeration cycle working under fixed evaporator and condenser tem-
peratures (i.e., 10 oC and 30 oC.
2.5 Ejector Refrigeration Systems Modeling
Investigating the ejector refrigeration cycle either numerically or experimentally has been
performed extensively in literature. Numerical studies are important to predict the per-
formance of the ejector system under various operating conditions. Moreover, numerical
modeling is essential prior to choosing the optimum refrigerant upon which our analysis
will be applied. On the other hand, reviewing previous experimental setups is beneficial
to develop our planned experimental installation. The objective of experimental work
is, however, to provide a real picture of the ejector operation and verify its prospective
performance.
2.5.1 Numerical Modeling of Ejector Refrigeration Systems
Modeling of ejector refrigeration systems passed through various stages of evolution since
the birth of the early steam jet refrigeration cycle. The theoretical investigation of the
ejector, which is the heart of the ejector refrigeration cycle, was launched via the important
work done by Keenan et al. [43],[44]. In their very simple work, one dimensional steady
state continuity, momentum and energy balances were solved for the flow through out
the ejector. The flow was assumed isentropic everywhere with air as the working fluid
and an ideal gas approach. However, reasonable solution results couldn’t be attained
especially for the momentum equation during the ambiguous mixing process. Thus, they
proposed two theoretical approaches to solve the mixing problem between the primary and
secondary streams. The first was the constant-pressure model where the mixing process
is assumed to occur at the same pressure value for the primary, secondary and resultant
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mixture streams. The other was the constant-area model were the entire mixing process
is assumed to take place within a constant cross-sectional area. Both types are shown
geometrically and on the P − h diagram in Figures 2.17 and 2.18, respectively. They
referred afterwards, however, that the constant-pressure design of the ejector is favourable
and more efficient than the constant-area one. As a result, most of the ejector modeling
done in literature, as well as what will be performed in the present study, were based on
the constant-pressure mixing principle. Though, by the end of Keenan et al.’s valuable
introductory work, no details were mentioned about the choking phenomenon which is
an essentially related characteristic to supersonic flows inside the ejector. This important
feature detects the ejector’s ability to maintain its stable operation and performance when
the load or the back pressure varies.
Figure 2.17 Constant-pressure mixing ejector vs constant-area mixing ejector
[19].
Munday and Bagster [56] built on the previous work by adding some modifications to
the constant-pressure model. They proposed that the primary flow fans out from the
converging diverging nozzle for the first instance without mixing with the secondary flow.
The mixing process is, hence, assumed to be postponed till somewhere in the suction
chamber downstream of the primary nozzle exit, as shown in Figure 2.19. This position
is assigned to be a hypothetical throat for the secondary flow matching with a certain
effective area. In closing, unlikely, neither Keenan et al.’s nor Munday and Bagster’s work
has accounted for the mixing irreversibilities or the friction inside the primary nozzle,
secondary nozzle, and the constant area section. [35]
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Figure 2.18 P−h diagram for both constant-pressure and constant-area mixing
processes [15].
Figure 2.19 Mixing process inside a constant-pressure ejector, with the velocity
and pressure distribution along it [19].
Eames et al. [24] retained the ideal gas approach, but introduced isentropic efficiencies
to account for the losses inside each of the constant area mixing section (i.e., mixing
and friction losses), primary and secondary nozzles. The primary and secondary streams
were assumed to enter the ejector at stagnation conditions (i.e., zero velocity), where they
mix together afterwards at a certain uniform static pressure level. A mixing efficiency was
added also to the momentum balance equation of the mixing process to express the mixing
losses. After complete mixing a shock wave takes place at the end of the mixing section.
Their numerical results were calculated and compared with the experimental ones of a
steam ejector refrigeration cycle operating at boiling temperatures between 120 and 140
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◦C, and evaporation temperatures between 5 and 10 ◦C. The average error in the COP
values was found to be around 17 %, with a maximum of 30 %.
Huang et al. [41] made two modifications over the previous work. The first of which
was presenting a critical-mode operation model, where the secondary flow expands before
mixing to sonic condition and becomes choked too, like the supersonic primary flow (i.e.,
double choking condition). The other was introducing an arbitrary coefficient, beside
the previously explained mixing efficiency, to account for the primary flow momentum
loss before the mixing process start, from section 1-1 to y-y as in Figure 2.20. However,
neither a friction coefficient nor an isentropic efficiency was added to quantify the frictional
effects inside the constant area section. Yet, the ideal gas approach was incorporated and
the diffuser losses were neglected. Eleven ejectors were designed and experimentally tested
using R141b to check the accuracy of the developed analytical model. The calculated area
ratio, A3/At following the designation in Figure 2.20, which is the area ratio between the
constant area section and the primary nozzle throat, was found accurate to within ± 10 %
of each real one. The numerical entrainment ratios (i.e., secondary mass flow rate/primary
mass flow rate) agreed also with the measured values forming an error range of ± 15 %.
An empirical correlation was finally given for the mixing efficiency as function of A3/At
as follows,
ηm =

0.8, for A3/At > 8.3
0.82, for 6.9 < A3/At 6 8.3
0.84, for A3/At 6 6.9
Figure 2.20 The ejector layout studied by Huang et al. [41].
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In a simultaneous study, Aly et al. [3] made the first attempt to use the real gas prop-
erties in the modeling of steam jet ejectors. They presented two ways for modeling of
the ejector, the first was using the ordinary ideal gas equations, while the other included
the real gas values except for solving of the shock wave inside the constant area section.
They, however, neglected the frictional losses in the secondary nozzle, as well as the sec-
ondary flow speed before mixing (i.e., the secondary flow wasn’t choked before mixing).
A mixing efficiency was only used to allow for calculating the mixing losses, and a diffuser
isentropic efficiency was firstly utilized. It was found that the diffuser efficiency’s influence
was less significant if compared with that by the primary nozzle on the ejector’s entrain-
ment ratio. Their numerical results of the compression ratio (i.e., condenser or discharge
pressure/evaporator or suction pressure) against the expansion ratio (i.e., boiler or motive
pressure/evaporator or suction pressure) were compared with the corresponding Power’s
[61] empirical correlation for steam ejectors. Results of both numerical models agreed well
with deviations ranging from 10 to 15 %.
The first direct trial to fully implement the real gas properties was carried out by Rogdakis
and Alexis [63], using the Mollier chart of ammonia shown in Figure 2.21. They assumed
isentropic efficiencies for the primary nozzle and the diffuser only. The double choking
assumption was respected in addition to an introduced mixing efficiency. The effect of
the boiling, condensation and evaporation temperatures on both the COP and ejector
efficiency was studied. Regarding an air conditioning application, an empirical correlation
was given for the maximum COP of the cycle in terms of these three important operating
parameters. The maximum cycle temperature (i.e., state 1 in Figure 2.21) was set equal
to 100 ◦C in all cases. Results revealed that the maximum COP varied linearly with the
generating temperature. While it was found to be a quadratic and a cubic function of
the condensing and evaporating temperatures, respectively. Unfortunately, no comparison
with experimental data using ammonia was performed.
Now, one can estimate the last missing unaccounted parameter in all previous theoretical
efforts, which is the friction factor, fm, inside the constant-area mixing duct. Selvaraju
and Mani [69] incorporated its value in their model for a supersonic flow, assuming that
the normal shock wave occurs at the end of the mixing duct. Assuming a smooth interior
surface with a turbulent flow, the friction factor was calculated from [66],
1√
fm
= 2.0 log(Rem
√
fm)− 8.0 (2.5)
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Figure 2.21 Ammonia ejector as illustrated on the ammonia h−s diagram [63].
Being a function of Reynolds number (Re), in other words the flow velocity, the friction
factor was computed as an average value between the inlet and outlet sections. The length
to diameter ratio of the mixing tube was fixed as 10. No mixing efficiency, however, was
introduced. The thermodynamic properties was computed, for the first time, using a
software package of Refprop. The numerical data of the ejector area ratio was validated
against the experimental results of Huang et al. [41], forming a maximum error of 15 %.
The performance of various environmentally friendly refrigerants was compared, namely
R134a, R152a, R290, R600a and R717. The utmost performance was that of R134a for
an evaporation temperature of 5 ◦C.
One of the main sources of inevitable irreversibilities and total pressure loss inside the
ejector, is the shock waves which occur inside the constant-area section, aside from losses
due to the mixing process. Eames [22] suggested a theoretical design for the first time which
can eliminate the supersonic shock waves in the mixing section. Named the constant rate
of momentum change method (CRMC), it assumes a constant rate of momentum change
for the resultant supersonic mixture of the primary and secondary streams. The static
and total pressure distribution along the ordinary ejector design is previewed in Figure
2.22. This well-known design includes two straight-sided; nozzle and diffuser, facing each
other and linked together via parallel constant area section. As a result of the momentum
exchange between primary and secondary streams during mixing, the total pressure of
the primary flow goes down to a certain level of the resultant mixing state (i.e., state
g at section 2 in Figure 2.22), while that of the secondary stream jumps to match with
the same value. Simultaneously, the static pressure remains constant from the start of
the mixing process to the constant-area section end. At that position, the supersonic
flow exhibit a mandatory compression shock wave to reach the discharge back pressure,
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where the total pressure lowers again. The idea is, simply, replacing the constant area
section by a convergent-divergent like diffuser, shown in Figure 2.23. This well-designed
diffuser contributes in decreasing the flow static pressure (i.e., decelerating it) gradually
from its inlet to outlet, reaching a local mach number of unity at its throat, without having
neither a shock wave nor any associated total pressure loss. That diffuser geometry can
be achieved by assuming that the flow momentum changes at a constant rate as it travels
through its passage. Solving the momentum rate of change equation with the appropriate
boundary conditions and equation of state gives us the local velocity distribution, as well
as the local diameter, along the diffuser,
dM˙o
dx
= m˙p(1 + w)
dc
dx
= β (2.6)
where β is a constant, while Mo, x, m˙p, w and c are the momentum, position, primary
mass flow rate, entrainment ratio and flow speed, respectively. In order to simplify the
calculations procedure, the flow was assumed isentropic and the ideal gas approach was
considered. For the same sample design parameters, the CRMC diffuser had a smaller
throat diameter of 14 mm instead of an 18 mm one for the ordinary design. And interest-
ingly, the shock wave elimination led to a 50% greater pressure lift ratio (i.e., discharge
pressure to suction pressure) than that with the ordinary ejector for the same entrain-
ment ratio. That numerical result showed a good agreement with a corresponding 48%
experimental observation by Aphornratana [4] and Worall [79]. It was finally claimed
that developed ejector refrigeration systems can become very competitive with the more
expensive absorption systems.
Figure 2.22 Conventional ejector design, and the related axial pressure distri-
bution [22].
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Figure 2.23 CRMC ejector geometry [22].
Chandra and Ahmed [13] performed both experimental and CFD analysis regarding the
comparison between the CRMC design and the conventional one using steam as the work-
ing fluid. The operating conditions were set the same for both ejectors as boiling and
evaporation temperatures below 120 oC and 15 oC , respectively. The ejector was man-
ufactured through casting rather than machining due to the fact of having a parabolic
ejector profile (i.e., gradual variation in its cross-sectional area). It was found that, as
shown in Figure 2.24, under the same operating conditions the pressure lift difference
between CRMC and constant area ejector ranged from 20% to 40%. The main observed
disadvantage of the CRMC design is that the COP and entrainment ratio experience fluc-
tuations when the operating parameters vary away from the design ones. That is because,
as reported also by Chunnanond and Aphornratana [19], the secondary flow is not choked
in this design. It means that the cycle operating conditions should be controlled precisely
to attain the CRMC design advantages. Another probable cause, associated with casting
processes, is that the inner surface finish of the ejector is not smooth causing additional
friction. In closing to this part about the CRMC technology, a summary of the previous
related studies is listed in Table 2.2. It is convenient also to summarize the previously
discussed theoretical studies, along with their important-related main ideas as given in
Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.24 Pressure lift ratio of variable area (CRMC) ejector vs constant
area (conventional) ejector [13].
Table 2.2 Summary of previous studies concerning the CRMC method
Author Date Working fluid(s) Study type
Eames [22] 2002 Steam Numerical
Eames et al. [23] 2007 R245fa Experimental
Seehanam et al. [67] 2007 Steam Numerical
Grazzini et al. [32] 2012 R245fa Numerical
Opgenorth et al. [59] 2012 Nitrogen/Steam Both
Eames et al. [25] 2013 R245fa Experimental
Kumar et al. [48] 2013 Air Numerical
Chandra et al. [13] 2014 Air/Steam Both
Milazzo et al. [55] 2014 R245fa Both
Mazzelli and Milazzo [51] 2014 R245fa Numerical
Milazzo and Rocchetti [54] 2015 Many (comparative study) Numerical
Table 2.3 Summary of the previous theoretical studies on ejector refrigeration
systems modeling
Author Date Main introduced idea(s)
Keenan et al. [43],[44] 1942 & 1950 Initiation of ejector refrigeration cycle mod-
eling
Munday and Bagster [56] 1977 Modifying the constant-pressure mixing the-
ory
Eames et al. [24] 1995 Accounting for friction losses inside the ejec-
tor in form of isentropic efficiencies
Huang et al. [41] 1999 Presenting the critical-mode operation model
Aly et al. [3] 1999 Partial implementation of real gas properties
Rogdakis and Alexis [63] 2000 A full real gas approach
Selvaraju [69] 2004 Introducing the friction coefficient inside the
constant-area section
Eames [22] 2002 New CRMC technology
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2.5.2 Experimental Investigation of Ejector Refrigeration Systems
Chunnanond and Aphornratana [18] investigated the flow and mixing characteristics through
a steam ejector implemented in a refrigeration system. The ejector characteristic curve,
in addition to the measured static pressure along the ejector’s axis under various back
pressures, are shown in Figure 2.25.
For a fixed ejector geometry at certain boiler and evaporator temperature levels, the ejector
operation is divided into three regimes: double choking, single choking and reversed flow.
When the back pressure is less than the critical condenser pressure P ∗back (i.e., points A
to E), the COP and the entrainment ratio are constant. In this regime both primary and
secondary flows are choked, and the shocking position (i.e., shock train) moves upstream
towards the mixing (suction) chamber inlet as the condenser pressure increases. After
exceeding P ∗back, shock waves start interfering with the mixing process and the secondary
flow becomes no longer choked at the effective area, when the entrainment ratio drops
sharply with the increase in condenser pressure (i.e., points F & G). Further increase in the
back pressure will lead to reversed flow back into the evaporator and ejector malfunction.
Results show that upon lowering the boiler pressure, keeping the evaporator pressure
constant, the entrainment ratio and COP of the system enhances while P ∗back drops. The
flow and mixing characteristics are presented in Figure 2.26. When the boiler pressure
decreases, a smaller primary mass flow rate exits from the nozzle with smaller pressure,
velocity and momentum. The difference between the exit pressure and the secondary
pressure decreases making the flow less under-expanded with a smaller expansion angle.
The resulted entrained duct becomes longer, with a larger effective area for the secondary
flow. Hence, the entrainment ratio and COP increases. On the other hand, the resultant
momentum of the mixed flow decreases due to lower amount of high speed motive flow
and higher portion of low speed entrained flow. Thus, the total pressure of the flow exiting
from the ejector (i.e., P ∗back) decreases.
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Figure 2.25 Ejector operating curve along with measured pressure distribution
along the ejector under different back pressures [18].
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Figure 2.26 Effect of varying the boiler pressure at constant evaporator pres-
sure on the ejector operation [18].
Meyer et al. [52] designed and set up a small scale ejector cycle test rig working with
steam. The operating conditions varied as follows, 85 to 140◦C generation temperature,
15 to 35◦C condensation temperature, and evaporation temperature from 5 to 10◦C. The
heating and cooling loads, in the boiler and evaporator respectively, were simulated and
controlled via electric heating elements. The test rig layout is previewed in Figure 2.27.
A preliminary observation indicates that there was neither a pump between the condenser
and the boiler, nor a throttling device between the condenser and the evaporator. This
reveals that it was an open loop system experiment.
The experimental procedure was executed as a group of simultaneous and sequential steps.
First of all, the boiler and evaporator were filled up with a predetermined amount of tap
water. The water levels were monitored by means of sight glasses. Next, the valve on
the boiler was closed and a vacuum pump was operated to evacuate any air residuals
in the boiler. Afterwards, the electric heaters were switched on. While the boiler was
heated up to the required operating temperature, air was evacuated by the vacuum pump
from the rest of the system. The piping between the ejector, condenser and evaporator
were connected firmly without having any valves to decrease any entrainment probability.
When the boiler reaches its desired temperature, the boiler valve was opened and closed
consecutively few times, five seconds a time, to warm up the piping connection between
the boiler and the ejector, and to drive out any trapped air traces within the pipes while
keeping the vacuum pump running. Then the boiler valve was closed again, when it was
refilled and reheated. Thereafter, cooling water was allowed to flow through the condenser
and the data recorder was turned on. Becoming ready, the boiler valve was opened to start
the experimental run. The evaporator temperature showed an immediate rapid fall, versus
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a rise in the condenser pressure. Mass flow rates were measured by recording the liquid
levels for both of the boiler and evaporator against the time interval of experiment.
Figure 2.27 Experiment set up by Meyer et al. [52].
Zhu and Jiang [82] undertook CFD and experimental investigation for the flow inside
a three-dimensional ejector with two-dimensional constant area section using nitrogen
as the working fluid. Shock wave structures were captured and flow visualization was
performed using Schlieren optical measuring technique. Flow visualizations are considered
as a powerful tool for understanding complex flow phenomena inside supersonic ejectors.
The experimental set up diagram is shown in Figure 2.28.
Eight high pressure tanks were used to supply primary and secondary flows of nitrogen
to the ejector. Primary and secondary flow pressures were controlled and varied with two
control valves. Being a blowdown experiment, the ejector was allowed to discharge to the
environment keeping the back pressure always at the atmospheric level. The principle
of the optical Schlieren technique is, qualitatively, based on monitoring the deflection
of light via a refractive index gradient which expresses the density gradient of the flow.
The secondary nozzle, the constant-area section and the diffuser were connected through
flanges, while two small windows were fabricated on the mixing section with two quartz
glasses behind to allow for side-view imaging of the flow. A tungesten halogen lamp was
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Figure 2.28 Experiment set up by Zhu and Jiang [82].
implemented as a light source for that purpose. By measuring the mass flow rates of
primary and secondary streams, the performance of the ejector could be evaluated.
Flow visualization indicated that for the fixed primary nozzle geometry at certain sec-
ondary flow pressure, as the primary flow pressure increases, the exit pressure from the
primary nozzle increases, the flow becomes more under-expanded and the expansion angle
of the flow emerging from the nozzle increases. This causes an interaction between the
expansion waves and the ejector walls resulting into the existence of reflected shocks, as
observed through the Schlieren photographs presented in Figure 2.29. Finally, a three-
dimensional CFD model with four turbulence models was compared with the experimental
data, showing that the RNG k−  model agrees best with measurements of the mass flow
rates and shock waves structures.
Figure 2.29 Schlieren photographs showing reflected shocks upon the interac-
tion between the expansion waves and the ejector walls [82].
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2.6 Key Performance Parameters of the Ejector Re-
frigeration System
The ejector refrigeration cycle performance is affected by many factors among which are:
the refrigerant type which should comply with some standards, the operating conditions
which depend on the application type, the ejector design as well as accessories added to
the cycle to enhance its performance.
2.6.1 Refrigerants Selection
The family of refrigerants is countless. Many characteristics, either environmental or
thermodynamical, control our selection process so as to converge towards a promising
group of refrigerants, out of which the optimum will be nominated. Favouring a refrigerant
due to having a certain advantage is always accompanied by a compliance to another
existent disadvantage. Furthermore, the application type and the operating conditions
can find a certain refrigerant superior, but it would be a different one if the circumstances
changed. The following criteria should be respected:
1) The refrigerant should be chemically stable, cheap, available, non-toxic, non-explosive,
non-corrosive and inflammable. [2],[1],[7]
2) The latent heat of vaporization should be large enough to reduce the mas flow rates
and decrease the input power to the system. [32],[76],[14]
3) The specific heat in the liquid phase should be small enough to increase the amount of
subcooling. However, it should be large in the vapor phase to minimize the superheating
region. Both features would help to increase the heat exchangers’ efficiency. [2]
4) The molecular weight should be large. As, from an experimental experience, the en-
trainment ratio and COP increases if the molecular weight is increased. [2], [1], [8]
5) The generator pressure should not be very high (≯ 4 MPa) to avoid its heavy construc-
tion, and decrease the pumping power. [14],[55],[54]
6) Properties affecting the heat transfer, like the viscosity and thermal conductivity, should
be convenient enough to provide high values for the overall heat transfer coefficient, as it
plays an important role in the compactness of the heat exchangers. [1],[14]
7) The refrigenant must be environmental friendly. The first parameter is the ozone
depletion potential (ODP) which must be zero. Therefore chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and
hydrochlorofluorocarbons(HCFCs), in other words, any refrigerant containing halogens
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like chlorine, bromine or iodine, having ODP > 0 will be eliminated as they are banned
according to international agreements like the Montreal protocol. The other parameter is
the global warming potential (GWP), which is given to the basis of CO2 whose GWP =1,
and should be low enough. Thus, all refrigerants with GWP > 2500 will be excluded, as
they were phased out in Europe by 2017 according to the F-gas regulations.[1], [54]
8) The critical temperature should be high enough, enabling a wide range of operating
temperatures. [76],[55],[31]
9) The normal boiling point temperature (i.e., the boiling point at ambient conditions)
should be close to the ambient temperature to avoid highly vacuum operating pressures
in the cycle. [32].[76],[55]
10) Specific volume values in the vapor state should be quite low to avoid very big ejector
size. [76],[7],[54]
Numerous numerical and experimental studies have been performed on both basic and
booster-assisted ejector refrigeration cycles. The refrigerants used in those studies varied
to a great extent. The percentage share of each utilized refrigerant is shown in Figure 2.30.
Kasperski and Gil [42] presented a similar chart as in Figure 2.31, but without special
emphasis on the retrograde fluids, nor the environmental behavior of the refrigerants. We
can observe that steam (i.e., R718) is the most popular refrigerant investigated with ejector
refrigeration systems, owing to its cheapness, availability and being eco-friendly. However,
it can not be used for evaporation temperatures below 0◦C. R134a comes in the second
level as a hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) having zero ODP. Thereafter comes R141b, which
is the most examined retrograde refrigerant, despite being a non-environmetal friendly
HCFC refrigerant. The second place retrograde refrigerant goes to R123, which is also a
banned HCFC. Afterwards, the hydrocarbon (HC) isobutane (i.e., R600a) represents the
most studied environmental friendly retrograde refrigerant, in spite of requiring special
safety precautions as it is flammable with an ASHRAE safety group of A3.
The precisely selected refrigerants used in our comparative analysis, along with some of
their important thermodynamical and environmental parameters are shown in Appendix
A.
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Figure 2.30 Percentage share of all refrigerants in reviewed ejector refrigeration
systems. Regular fluids are in blue, while retrograde fluids are in red. Non-
environmental friendly refrigerants are hatched.
Figure 2.31 Percentage share of utilized refrigerants in ejector refrigeration
systems reviewed by Kasperski and Gil [42]
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2.6.2 Cycle Operating Conditions: Evaporation Temperature
An important operating condition, which is directly related to refrigeration application,
is the evaporation temperature. For example, at evaporation temperatures around 10◦C,
air conditioning is the corresponding application. Conversely, ice production needs evap-
orating temperatures near -10◦C [36]. The trend, or the popularity, of the evaporation
temperature ranges investigated in literature are expressed as percentages in Figure 2.32.
We can obviously notice that, in general, the conventional ejector refrigeration cycle was
extensively investigated much more than the booster-assisted ejector cycle. The analysis
of both is not very different, however, the conventional cycle is simpler and cheaper. Also,
most of the conventional cycle studies were directed towards above-zero evaporation tem-
peratures. That is due to the fact of having small COP values at very low evaporation
temperatures, a problem whose solution is simply utilizing the enhanced booster-assisted
version. Thus, we can logically observe that the enhanced cycle was preferable, being
beneficial, at relatively low evaporation temperatures.
Figure 2.32 Percentage of literature studies devoted to each evaporation tem-
perature range, for both conventional and booster-assisted cycles.
2.6.3 Refrigerants Comparison
Dahmani et al. [21] performed a comparison between four refrigerants; R134a, R152a,
R290 and R600a, at the same external source temperature and certain pinch temperature
difference. An exergy analysis was considered, and a sample of the percentage of the
total exergy destruction formed by each component of the cycle is shown in Figure 2.33.
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Results revealed that the ejector can cause more than half of the total exergy losses through
the ejector cycle. Real thermodynamic properties were implemented using EES software.
These properties were checked through an example of a two-stage refrigeration cycle given
in a reference of thermodynamics [11], and COP values were found the same. The waste
heat source temperature was kept constant at 95 ◦C, the refrigeration load was 5 kW,
while the evaporation and pinch difference temperatures where varied from -5 to 5◦C and
5 to 15◦C, respectively. In the modeling, however, the irreversibilities due to friction and
mixing losses inside the ejector were neglected except for the shock waves. Also, avoiding
the condensation inside the ejector was considered only at the nozzle throat. No comments
were given as a recommendation for a certain refrigerant.
Figure 2.33 Exergy destruction distribution inside the ejector cycle using
R134a. Percentages are given for each component as EdEj: ejector, EdG: gen-
erator, EdC: condenser, EdE: evaporator, EdV: expansion valve, EdP: pump
[21].
Chen at al. [14] made a comparison between a greater number of refrigerants: R134a,
R152a, R290, R430A, R245fa, R600, R600a, R1234ze and R436B. The minimum amount
of superheat required for each to avoid condensation in the ejector was calculated. This
amount was affected by the refrigerant nature (i.e., regular or retrograde), the primary
nozzle efficiency and the source temperature. Partial implementation of the real gas ap-
proach was done for calculating the enthalpies and velocities inside the ejector, while
pressures, Mach numbers, areas and shock waves were solved using the ideal gas relations.
Thermodynamic properties were called from Refprop 9.0 database. The source tempera-
tures were allowed to vary from 75 to 130◦C, while the evaporation temperatures were set
between 0 and 16◦C. Finally, R245fa and R600 (i.e., butane) were found to have the best
performance, with the latter recommended by the authors as it has lower GWP.
Milazzo and Rocchetti [54] investigated the performance of several refrigerants: water,
isobutane (R600a), R1234yf, R134a, R1234ze, R152a, R236ea, R245fa, R1233zd and
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R365mfc, using the developed CRMC ejector configuration. Their model was validated
against experimental data of R245a [51] and extended towards the other working fluids.
Friction and mixing losses were accounted for inside the ejector, while shocks are ideally
eliminated in such design. As also stated, the latter feature could be obtained only if the
operating conditions were controlled very precisely. The generator power was set constant
at 90 kW, while the hot source temperature was varied from 80 to 180◦C, and the evapora-
tion temperature had two values 3 & 8◦C. When the superheating levels were calculated,
a minimum limit was allowed for the condensation inside the ejector by controlling the
dryness fraction not to decrease beyond 0.85 through the primary nozzle expansion. A
maximum value for the generator pressure was fixed at 4 MPa to avoid heavy construc-
tion of the generator, moreover, trans-critical cycles (i.e., supercritical generator pressures)
were excluded. The authors, finally, recommended water, then R1233zd despite being rel-
atively expensive. A summary of the basis and limitations of the previous studies, along
with the present one is shown in Table 2.4.
2.7 Comments on Literature
From the previous demonstration, we are focusing on the utilization of retrograde fluids
in ejector refrigeration systems, including both the conventional and the booster-assisted
versions. The advantages of dry expansion through ejector, as well as smaller compression
work can ameliorate our ejector systems’ performance.
Air conditioning applications were found to be favourable to conventional ejector refrig-
eration cycles. However, low temperature refrigeration applications, like indoor ice rinks,
have not been studied extensively with ejector refrigeration technology. This icing appli-
cation represents a huge source of power consumption - a base refrigeration load of around
100 kW in summer for an ice rink unit - [68], in Canada and particularly the Québec
province. That is why we included two evaporation operating temperatures of 10 & -10◦C
in our analysis, matching with both applications, respectively.
The butene series was found to be promising from our preliminary results presented in
Chapter 3, with both ejector cycle configurations. This series has not been investigated
previously, neither experimentally nor numerically. Thus, we are willing to study this new
retrograde working fluid experimentally and numerically, and investigate its performance
under the previously explained working conditions. Butenes are HCs, non-toxic, with
zero ODP and GWP ≈ 20, similar to propane (R290), butane (R600) and isobutane
(R600a). Nevertheless, they are flammable so safety precautions should be well considered,
as commonly done with this type of working fluids.
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Table 2.4 Summary of previous studies for refrigerants comparison
Author Dahmani et al.
[21]
Chen at al.
[14]
Milazzo and
Rocchetti [54]
This study
Source tem-
perature ◦C
95 variable variable variable
Evaporation
temperature
◦C
-5 to 5 0 to 16 3 & 8 -10 & 10
Ejector design
assumptions
Frictionless flow
through ejector
& no mixing
losses
Partial im-
plementation
of real gas
approach
CRMC method
without shock
waves
Friction and
shock waves are
considered with
full implementa-
tion of real gas
properties
Condensation
in ejector
Not allowed at
nozzle throat
Not allowed Dryness fraction
≮ 0.85
Not allowed
Retrograde
fluids used
R600a R600, R600a,
R245fa, R1234ze
R1234yf,
R1234ze, R600a,
R236ea, R245fa,
R1233zd,
R365mfc
R600, R600a,
c2butene,
isobutene,
1butene,
t2butene,
R601, R601a,
R245fa, R245ca,
R365mfc, R602,
R602a, heptane,
R1233zd(e),
R1234yf,
R1234ze(e),
R1216, cy-
clopentane,
iso-octane,
methylcyclohex-
ane, novec649
Trans-critical
cycles
No No No Yes (Pgenerator ≯
4 MPa
Booster-
assisted cycle
No No No Yes
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CHAPTER 3
NUMERICAL MODELING
Results presented in this chapter are published in an article prepared by the authors [26].
The objective is to perform a comparative analysis among a group of selected refriger-
ants aiming to select the best one regarding its implementation for two applications: air
conditioning and indoor ice rinks. The basic ejector cycle and the compression enhanced
version with intercooler are considered. In this chapter we present the governing equa-
tions used to model the performance of both systems, as well as the execution procedure of
their solution. Preliminary validation is provided for the developed model. An economic
assessment is finally given for the booster-assisted ejector cycle versus the simple vapor
compression system SVCC.
3.1 System Mathematical Model
The simple ejector thermodynamic cycle, along with the specific states inside the ejec-
tor with the appropriate notations are previewed previously in Figure 2.3. While the
temperature-surface diagram showing the temperature evolution of the refrigerant against
each external source within the three heat exchangers is shown in Figure 3.1. The main
assumptions are firstly given as follows [45],[24],[41],[63],[69],[35]:
System
1. Exit states from the condenser and the evaporator (states 4 and 2) are saturated
liquid and vapor, respectively.
2. The maximum permissible generator pressure was set to be 4 MPa, to avoid its
overpriced construction [54].
3. No condensation is allowed to occur inside the ejector due to the aforementioned
drawbacks of this phenomenon. Thus, away from retrograde fluids, a certain super-
heat is considered for regular fluids.
4. Compression through the pump is isentropic.
5. An isentropic efficiency is assumed for the compressor in the case of the booster-
assisted cycle.
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6. Necessary pinch temperature differences were assigned for each heat exchanger (i.e.,
generator, condenser and evaporator) to allow for the heat transfer between the
working fluid and the external flows.
Ejector
7. One-dimensional, steady state and adiabatic flow through the ejector.
8. Primary and secondary fluids are supplied at zero velocities (i.e., stagnation condi-
tions) at states 1 and 2. Also, velocity of compressed mixture at the exit of diffuser
(state point 3) is zero (i.e. at stagnation condition).
9. The mixing of motive (primary) and entrained (secondary) fluids takes place in the
suction chamber at the same static pressure. (i.e., mixing occurs at constant pressure
Pm = Pn = Py)
10. The design pressure at the driving (primary) nozzle exit is uniform and the secondary
fluid velocity reaches the speed of sound at this level (i.e., Pm = Pn = Py = P ∗2 )
11. Critical-mode operation (i.e., the primary and secondary flows are both choked and
the entrainment is constant)
12. A normal shock occurs at the end of the constant-area mixing chamber.
13. The mixing of the two flows is complete before the normal shock occurrence.
14. The frictional losses inside the primary nozzle, secondary nozzle and diffuser are
considered through introducing isentropic efficiencies for each, while a friction factor
is calculated for the constant-area section.
15. A control volume is made around the whole mixing process, and a mixing efficiency
is incorporated to account for the momentum losses during it (i.e., see Equation 13).
Based on the above assumptions, governing equations for system analysis were developed
and their solution was discussed [45], [21],[41],[3],[63],[69], including conservation equa-
tions of mass, momentum and energy to determine all of the cycle states, heat added to
the boiler and rejected from the condenser, primary and secondary refrigerant mass flow
rates, cooling water mass flow rate, total thermal conductance of the system, the entrain-
ment ratio, the cycle coefficient of performance, exergy for each state, exergy losses in each
component, total exergy losses and cycle exergy efficiency. The implemented equations
are summarized in Appendix B, along with their solution methodology displayed as a flow
chart. A Matlab code was developed in order to execute that procedure, and thermody-
namic properties were called from Refprop 9.1 database [49]. Some notes remain to be
mentioned for completing the modelling section.
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Figure 3.1 Temperature-surface diagram for the three heat exchangers of the
ejector refrigeration cycle.
From the gas-dynamical point of view, the flow at the throat of the primary nozzle and
the exit of the secondary nozzle will not be sonic, due to the presence of friction in both of
them in the form of isentropic efficiencies. The Mach number would rather be smaller than
one at the throat, and equal one somewhere downstream of the throat in the divergent
part.
The exiting state m of the primary flow from the convergent divergent nozzle, which is
necessarily supersonic, mixes with the sonic state n resulting in a supersonic state y. That
is why the frictional losses taking place through the constant-area section, recalling the
Fanno flow of a supersonic stream [72], causes slight deceleration along with pressure rise
of the mixture flow.
In the momentum balance equation of the constant-area section, avg indicates that the
parameter is evaluated as an average between states y and c.
The pumping power is small enough that states 4 and 6 nearly coincide on the T − s
diagram, as noticed in Figures 2.3 and 2.14.
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Tsc is the absolute average temperature of the source (reservoir) related to each quantity
of heat transferred (i.e., the average temperature of the external flow).
The exergy losses through the pump will equal zero if the compression is isentropic, as
assumed. Also the exergy of the cooling capacity is considered as exergy out of the system
because it is related to a thermal reservoir temperature below the environmental (reference
or surrounding) one. Also, the exergy destruction through the compressor would have been
zero if its isentropic efficiency equaled 100%.
It was convenient to study an important parameter which gives an indication to the size
and fixed cost of the system. This parameter is the summation of the product
∑
UiAi for
the three heat exchangers, sometimes called the thermal conductance.
The analysis of the booster-assisted ejector refrigeration cycle is exactly the same as the
simple cycle, except that three components are added, namely the compressor, the inter-
cooler and a second expansion device. The cycle as well as its P − h diagram with the
considered notation are shown previously in Figure 2.7. If we started with the compressor,
one can say that adding a compressor to the ejector cycle may contradict with one of its
main advantages, which is the utilization of low grade waste heat energy versus a negligible
portion of high grade pumping power. As a result, in order to limit the value of this high
grade compressor power Wcomp we defined COPmechanical and kept it fixed in our analysis
and comparison studies.
For retrograde fluids, due to the positive slope nature of its vapor saturation line, some-
times a slight superheat, not more than 2 ◦C, was imposed for state h before the compres-
sor, so as to avoid any droplet formation during the compression process.
3.2 Preliminary Validation
In order to validate our numerical approach, a comparison was performed with some
available experimental data which have been achieved previously. The first study was
done by Huang et al. [41] using the retrograde refrigerant R141b. Calculated ejector
area ratios A/Atwere compared with the experimental ones showing a good agreement as
shown in Figure 3.2, with a maximum absolute error not exceeding 7%. Those computed
by Huang et al. [41], who implemented the ideal gas relations in their numerical model,
could have a maximum absolute error reaching 9%. The evaporation temperature in that
experiment was 8 ◦C, while the boiling and condensation temperatures varied between
78-95 ◦C and 24-42 ◦C, respectively.
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Figure 3.2 Numerical results of ejector area ratio versus experimental data
done by Huang et al. using R141b [41].
The other experiment was performed by Eames et al. [24] using water, a regular refrigerant.
As illustrated in Table 3.1, values for the ejector area ratio and COP were compared with
the experimental ones, along with the numerical results generated by the same authors.
The experimentally investigated ejector had an actual area ratio of 90. The evaporation
temperature was 10◦C, while the boiling and condensation temperatures were between 120-
140◦C and 28.3-36.3◦C, respectively. The maximum absolute error for COP values was
found no more than 10%, while that of the area ratio was always below 14%. Whereas
the absolute error associated with Eames et al.’s numerical model, using again the ideal
gas relations, showed a maximum of 24% and 18% for COP and area ratio, respectively.
Table 3.1 Numerical versus experimental results using water [24].
Tevap , ◦C Tcond, ◦C Tboil , ◦C COPexp COPnum COPEames |ErrorCOP | , % A/At)num A/At)Eames |ErrorA/At |, %
10 28.3 120 0.5862 0.6411 0.6849 9.3654 95.4836 94 6.0929
10 30 125 0.5374 0.5513 0.6074 2.5865 99.1707 98 10.1897
10 31.9 130 0.4734 0.4602 0.5299 2.7883 101.4532 101 12.7258
10 34 135 0.3892 0.3715 0.4544 4.5478 102.5517 104 13.9463
10 36.3 140 0.3093 0.2870 0.3822 7.2098 102.604 106 14.0044
* Subscripts exp, num and Eames refer to experiments, present study and Eames nu-
merical model, respectively.
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3.3 Case studies
In this section we define the case studies which will be investigated, as well as the selected
refrigerants on which the performance comparison will be made. Firstly, as shown in Table
3.2, some important constant values for our numerical modelling are listed, like the isen-
tropic and mixing efficiencies which were employed successfully in our validation. Our case
studies were defined according to two promising applications where ejector refrigeration
cycles can be implemented.
The first one is an ordinary air conditioning application, while the other is a low temper-
ature icing application, namely the indoor ice rinks. For the first one, the refrigeration
load was taken equal to 5000 W, with an evaporation temperature of 10◦C. On the other
hand, the refrigeration duty for indoor ice rinks was set as high as 100000 W, with -10◦C
evaporation temperature. These special operating conditions may be expressive to those
during the month of July [68].
For all cases, the condensation temperature was kept the same as 30◦C, the pinch temper-
ature difference inside the generator dTp equalled 10◦C unless stated, whereas the source
temperatures were varied. For instance, gas turbines’ exhaust temperature, after being
utilized in waste heat boilers for steam generation, can reach around 200◦C [29]. No source
temperatures were taken above this value in our analysis. The booster-assisted cycle was
investigated with the second case study only, as this cycle is more beneficial at relatively
low evaporation temperatures. Also, a single relatively low source temperature of 120◦C
was taken, being sufficient for this cycle. It should be noted that, as mentioned in section
2.3, most of the previous studies regarding the comparison between different refrigerants
were performed at equal boiling temperatures rather than available waste heat source tem-
peratures. Also, the consideration for eliminating the condensation phenomenon inside the
ejectors was not popularly taken. These two factors will be considered in our comparative
study. A summary of the basis and limitations of the most important and well-related
studies in literature, along with the present one is shown previously in Table 2.4.
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Table 3.2 Constant values used for the numerical modeling
Constant Symbol Value Units
Primary nozzle efficiency ηp 0.95 -
Secondary nozzle efficiency ηs 0.95 -
Diffuser efficiency ηd 0.85 -
Mixing efficiency φm 0.98 -
Length to diameter ratio of constant-area section L/d 10 -
Maximum allowable generator pressure Pmax 4 MPa
Waste heat gases mass flow rate mg 28 kg s−1
Waste heat gases specific heat Cpg 1088 J kg−1 K−1
Reference state pressure Pr 101325 Pa
Reference state temperature Tr 293 K
Cooling water specific heat Cw 4180 J kg−1 K−1
Mechanical COP for booster cycle COPmechanical 20 -
Compressor isentropic efficiency ηc 0.9 -
3.4 Results and discussion
Results of the first case study, whereQref = 5000 W and Tevap = 10◦C, are shown in Figures
3.3 to 3.6. The source temperature was changed from 80 to 140◦C. It can be clearly seen
that generally as the source temperature increases, the COP and exergy efficiency are
enhanced. As for the retrograde fluids, Figures 3.3 and 3.4, the best candidate was the
butene series, with the isomer c2butene being the superior. While the worst performance
was that of the heavy and highly retrograde novec649 which has the smallest δ ever, as in
Table A.1.
Due to the large number of retrograde fluids studied, and as many of them showed com-
parable performance, we selected a group to be plotted on the COP chart while displaying
the remaining on that of the exergy efficiency. In Figure 3.3, we highlighted (i.e., in glow-
ing black) a certain group of refrigerants: c2butene, butane, pentane, hexane, heptane and
novec649, ordered in an ascending order of retrogracity or molecular complexity. The main
important observation was that as the fluid becomes highly retrograde, the refrigeration
effect decreases and the pressure ratio required by the ejector increases, which represents
a disadvantage of retrograde fluids as discussed previously in section 2.4. As a result the
COP and exergy efficiency decreases.
Moving to the regular fluids shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, we can observe that at lower
source temperatures, from 80 to 100◦C, both propane and R134a performed similarly as
the best regular fluids in that range. Whereas, at source temperatures between 120 and
140◦C the best regular fluid was dimethylether, having higher critical temperature. The
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best retrograde fluid c2butene, however, was able to boost the cycle COP with an av-
erage of 14% over the whole working temperature range. On the other hand, the worst
regular refrigerant was methanol which could never operate under these conditions, after-
wards come ethanol and methanol with unsatisfactory COP values at 120 to 140◦C source
temperatures.
One last observation for both regular and retrograde fluids, is that for refrigerants having
relatively low critical point temperatures like R1234yf, R1234ze(e), propane, propylene
and R134a, as the source temperature increases from 120 to 140 ◦C, the exergy efficiency
drops as revealed from Figures 3.4 and 3.6.
Figure 3.3 COP comparison of retrograde refrigerants under various source
temperatures, at Qref=5000 W and Tevap= 10◦C
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Figure 3.4 Exergy efficiency comparison of retrograde refrigerants under vari-
ous source temperatures, at Qref=5000 W and Tevap= 10◦C
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That is because when the source temperature becomes supercritical, the generator pressure
remains fixed by the maximum permissible limit of 4 MPa. Subsequently, the increased
amount of heat added in the generator at the greater source temperature, and same
generator pressure, supersedes the augmentation in the entrainment ratio resulted from
the bigger primary stream stagnation energy. This remark agrees with the idea discussed
previously in section 2.3 about the negative impact of excessive superheating of the primary
flow inside the generator on the overall system performance [14].
However, this feature is more dominant in regular fluids, as the high molecular complexity
of retrograde fluids contribute in having higher critical and normal boiling point temper-
atures. Thus, retrograde fluids enable us to make use of elevated source temperatures,
along with moderate generator pressures.
Figure 3.5 COP comparison of regular refrigerants under various source tem-
peratures, at Qref=5000 W and Tevap= 10◦C
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Figure 3.6 Exergy efficiency comparison of regular refrigerants under various
source temperatures, at Qref=5000 W and Tevap= 10◦C
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Now we move on to the results of the second case study, regarding the indoor rinks ap-
plication. The conventional ejector cycle’s COP of different retrograde fluids under the
second case operating conditions are previewed in Figure 3.7. For the first instance, we
can observe that many refrigerants failed entirely to operate under these severe operating
conditions, like R245ca, R365mfc, pentane, isopentane, cyclopentane, hexane, isohexane,
heptane, isooctane, methylcyclohexane and novec649. That is because, normally, the sim-
ple ejector cycle performs poorly at very low evaporation temperatures.
Figure 3.7 COP comparison of retrograde refrigerants under various source
temperatures, at Qref=100000 W and Tevap= -10◦C
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Even for those which could operate, the COP was found nearly insensitive to the variations
in the source temperatures. It, however, decreases slightly as Tsource increases. The reason
for that resemble what was discussed previously in case 1, when the generator temperature
became supercritical and the generator pressure was limited by Pmax. Again, the best
performance was that achieved by the butene series, especially the isomer c2butene, having
a COP value near 0.11. The COP and exergy efficiency values of the regular refrigerants
are shown respectively in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. Ammonia, acetone, ethanol and methanol
could not totally operate. The best regular candidate was dimethylether then came R152a.
However, their performance is incomparable with the promising c2butene.
Figure 3.8 COP comparison of regular refrigerants under various source tem-
peratures, at Qref=100000 W and Tevap= -10◦C
Another important parameter is plotted in Figure 3.10, which is the summation
∑
UiAi,
or the total thermal conductance of the system heat exchangers. It gives an indication to
the size as well as the fixed cost of these components and the whole system. Behavior of
this identity was found inversely proportional to the COP, where those of dimethylether
were the smallest and R134a were the largest.
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Figure 3.9 Exergy efficiency comparison of regular refrigerants under various
source temperatures, at Qref=100000 W and Tevap= -10◦C
Figure 3.10 Total thermal conductance comparison of regular refrigerants un-
der various source temperatures, at Qref=100000 W and Tevap= -10◦C
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The other configuration of the ejector cycle is the booster-assisted version. The cycle was
investigated with case 2 only, and the source temperature was set constant at 120◦C, as
it is not required to be elevated. Numerical results of COP and exergy efficiency of the
considered retrograde refrigerants are illustrated in Figures 3.11 and 3.12, respectively. It
can be clearly seen that, basically, the range of COP and exergy efficiency values were much
better than those of the simple ejector cycle, even with the relatively low 120◦C source
temperature. The best performance was again realized by the butene series, but this time
through the other isomer 1butene. As expected, some highly retrograde refrigerants did
not operate like R365mfc, hexane, isohexane, heptane, isooctane, methylcyclohexane and
novec649.
Figure 3.11 COP comparison of retrograde refrigerants with the booster-
assisted cycle, under Tsource= 120◦C, Qref=100000 W and Tevap= -10◦C
Figure 3.12 Exergy efficiency comparison of retrograde refrigerants with the
booster-assisted cycle, under Tsource= 120◦C, Qref=100000 W and Tevap= -10◦C
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On the other hand, the performance of regular refrigerants is previewed in terms of COP
in Figure 3.13. Surprisingly, the same regular refrigerants ammonia, acetone, ethanol
and methanol, failed to operate once again, even with the modified ejector cycle version.
This group of refrigerants specifically showed deteriorating performance due to the ex-
cessive superheat required by them to avoid condensation inside the ejector. In contrast,
dimethylether showed the best performance within the regular group, but still not better
than the retrograde 1butene, which gave COP and exergy efficiency values of around 8%
and 7.5% larger, respectively.
Figure 3.13 COP comparison of regular refrigerants with the booster-assisted
cycle, under Tsource= 120◦C, Qref=100000 W and Tevap= -10◦C
The total thermal conductance is previewed for regular fluids, along with 1butene, in Fig-
ure 3.14.
∑
UiAi values were not necessarily inversely proportional this time with COP.
R134a had the biggest value, while the smallest was needed in the case of dimethylether.
Nevertheless, 1butene showed a thermal conductance of around 4% smaller than dimethylether.
In addition, the cooling water mass flow rate values required as a heat sink for the heat
rejected from the condenser are presented in Figure 3.15. Their values were found to
change inversely with the COP, with dimethylether having the smallest quantity. More-
over, 1butene required less cooling water mass flow rate than dimethylether by nearly 7%.
It is important to mention that these two parameters, the total thermal conductance and
cooling water mass flow rate, contribute considerably to both of the fixed and operating
cost (i.e., pumping power) of the system, respectively.
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One last parameter that can affect also the heaviness of construction as well as the fixed
cost of the generator, is the generator pressure. Its values are shown for different regular
and retrograde refrigerants in Figure 3.16. Generally, retrograde refrigerants exhibited
much lower values of generator pressures than regular ones. That is due to the fact that
retrograde fluids have relatively higher critical temperatures than the regular counterparts.
This advantage of retrograde fluids, being also one of the criteria for refrigerants selection
(i.e., section 2.6.1), can help in decreasing the generator cost, as well as the risk of any
refrigerant leakage in case of using a flammable or toxic one.
Figure 3.14 Total thermal conductance comparison of regular refrigerants with
the booster-assisted cycle, under Tsource= 120◦C, Qref=100000 W and Tevap=
-10◦C
Figure 3.15 Condenser’s cooling water mass flow rate comparison of regular
refrigerants with the booster-assisted cycle, under Tsource= 120◦C, Qref=100000
W and Tevap= -10◦C
It should be noted that, in general, the satisfaction criteria of the generator’s pinch tem-
perature was more significant with the second case study, whose refrigeration load and
subsequently Qboil were much bigger than those of the first case, where the waste heat
gases temperature remained barely constant. And that is also why many refrigerants had
their performance impacted, or even malfunctioned with case 2.
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Finally, it is useful to illustrate the exergy distribution through the ejector, along with the
contribution of each source of losses, described previously in Section 2.1, to the total exergy
destruction via the Grassmann diagram in Figure 3.17. Calculations were performed
for isobutane (R600a), with the basic ejector cycle. In general, there are three main
components contributing to the exergy destruction throughout the cycle. In the first place
the boiler usually appears, with a percentage that increases even more when superheating
is imposed. Secondly comes the ejector, with mixing, parasitic friction and shock waves.
And lastly we have the condenser.
Figure 3.16 Generator pressure comparison of regular (blue) and retro-
grade (red) refrigerants with the booster-assisted cycle, under Tsource= 120◦C,
Qref=100000 W and Tevap= -10◦C
Figure 3.17 Grassmann diagram for the exergy analysis of an isobutane ejector.
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3.5 Economic Study
Ejector-based refrigeration systems are competitive with vapor compression systems, re-
quire less maintenance, run mainly on low-grade energy, but have bigger capital costs.
The objective of this study is to answer the following question: What is the cost saving
potential of an ejector refrigeration system using retrograde fluid compared to a simple
vapor compression system (SVCC)? Suppose we have an indoor ice rink application. We
may think of the following proposed alternatives, aiming to compare between them from
the economic point of view:
1. A booster-assisted ejector refrigeration system with intercooler powered by a free
waste heat source and working with the retrograde refrigerant (1butene).
2. A conventional vapor compression system powered by electricity.
3.5.1 Study parameters and assumptions
In our economic analysis, we use the Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost (EUAC) method
in evaluating different alternatives. Table 3.3 includes the constants used in the presented
study. We considered also the following parameters:
1. Same design values in Table 3.2.
2. We neglect the salvage value of all installations.
3. Factors used in the economic analysis [9] are summarized in Appendix C.
Table 3.3 Constant values used for the economic study
Constant Symbol Value Reference
Required cooling load, W Qref 100000 Indoor rink base load [68]
Available waste heat, W Qboil 304640
Calculated value which corresponds to a
10 ◦C drop in waste heat gases
temperature
Waste heat source
temperature, ◦C Tsource 110 -
Condensation temperature, ◦C Tcond 30 -
Evaporation temperature, ◦C Tevap -10 -
Cost of electricity, $ Ce 0.1044 [40]
Interest rate i 5 % -
Relative cost index I 1.375
Ratio of cost index for the reference year
2016 to cost index for the year 2000 when
the original cost was obtained = 541.7
394.1
[39]
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Plant cost indexes are dimensionless numbers employed to update the capital cost of an
equipment from a past date to a later time, following changes in the value of money due
to inflation and deflation. It should be noted that all costs are in USD. Also, some costs
were not updated to 2018 due to lack of available data. However, the economic analysis
procedure should be the same, even if some implemented values might slightly change.
The objective is giving an indication for the cost range of each alternative, along with an
approximate and preliminary assessment of them.
3.5.2 Alternative 1
The estimated lifetime of an ejector refrigeration cycle is long-lasting n =30 years [57]. The
results imported from our calculation regarding the sizing of the 1butene booster-assisted
ejector system components are:
– Booster power plus Pump power ≡ Wcomp + PP = 7000 + 1467 = 8467 W
– Thermal conductance of boiler, condenser & evaporator ≡ UAboiler = 9936.2 W/K,
UA)condenser = 29405 W/K, & UA)evaporator = 27726 W/K
– The overall heat transfer coefficients of each are [65] Uboiler = 612.7 W/m2K,
Ucondenser = 461.6 W/m
2K, & Uevaporator = 573.2 W/m
2K
– The required surface areas for each will be Aboiler = 16.2171 m2,
Acondenser = 63.7023 m
2, & Aevaporator = 48.371 m
2
Fixed costs Cf of the ejector cycle components along with the system installation cost
Cinstall are listed in Table 3.4. The operating maintenance cost may be neglected [57]
The running cost of electricity ≡ Coelec = 84671000 kW ∗ (365 ∗ 24) hryr ∗0.1044 $kW.hr = 7743$/yr
∴ Total annual operating cost of alternative 1 ≡ Co1 = 7743$/yr
After stating all the expected costs of that alternative, now we can draw its corresponding
cash flow diagram as follows
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∴ EUAC1 = {68139 + 23849 } (A/P, i, n) + 7743 = {91988}
(
0.05(1+0.05)30
(1+0.05)30−1
)
+ 7743
= 13727$/yr
Table 3.4 Fixed and installation costs of the booster-assisted ejector cycle
Component Equation Value, $ Reference
Ejector - ∼= 3000 [20]
Boiler
Cfboiler =
17500
(
Aboiler
100
)0.6
(I)
8076 [65]
Condenser
Cfcondenser =
8000
(
Acondenser
100
)0.6
(I)
8390 [65]
Evaporator
Cfevaporator =
16000
(
Aevaporator
100
)0.6
(I)
14224 [65]
Intercooler Cfintercooler
∼=
max
(
Cfcondenser&Cfevaporator
) 14224 -
Two
expansion
devices
Cfexpn = 2 ∗ 300 (I) 825 [30]
Pump - 3000 Viking gear pump
Compressor - 16400
Estimated sizing of the
compression system based
on the required pressure
rise and refrigerant flow
rate (i.e., Danfoss R600a
compressors.)
Total [ Cftotal ] 68139
Installation Cinstall ∼= 0.35Cftotal 23849 [60]
3.5.3 Alternative 2
The lifetime of an ordinary vapor compression (SVCC) air conditioning system is n =15
years [64],[57]. However, for the indoor ice rink application we will assume the same
lifetime as in alternative 1. Calculated results for SVCC are:
– Thermal conductance of condenser & evaporator ≡ UA)condenser = 17480 W/K,
& UA)evaporator = 27726 W/K
– With the same overall heat transfer coefficients as in alternative 1, the required
surface areas for each will be Acondenser = 37.9 m2 & Aevaporator = 48.371 m2
Fixed costs of the SVCC components as well as the installation cost are indicated in Table
3.5.
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Table 3.5 Fixed and installation costs of the SVCC.
Component Equation Value, $ Reference
Condenser
Cfcondenser =
8000
(
Acondenser
100
)0.6
(I)
6145 [65]
Evaporator
Cfevaporator =
16000
(
Aevaporator
100
)0.6
(I)
14224 [65]
Expansion
devices Cfexpn = 2 ∗ 300 (I) 412 [30]
Compressor - 28600
Estimated sizing of the
compression system based
on the required pressure
rise and refrigerant flow
rate (i.e., Danfoss R600a
compressors.)
Total [ Cftotal ] 49381
Installation Cinstall ∼= CfSV CC ∗ 16 8230
[if CfSV CC =
6000$, Cinstall ∼= 1000$ [64]]
In order to compute the running cost of electricity, the COP of SVCC air conditioning
system using 1butene was computed as
COP SV CC = 5.1 =
Qref
PComp
Then the required compressor electric power ≡ PComp = 100000 W5.1 = 19.608 kW
∴ Coelec = 19.608 kW ∗ (365 ∗ 24)
hr
yr
∗ 0.1044 $
kW.hr
= 17932$/yr
∴ Total annual operating cost of alternative 2 ≡ Co2 = 17932$/yr
After stating all the expected costs of that alternative, now we can draw its corresponding
cash flow diagram as follows
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∴ EUAC2 = {49381 + 8230 } (A/P, i, 30) + 17932 = {57611}
(
0.05(1+0.05)30
(1+0.05)30−1
)
+ 17932
= 21680$/yr
3.5.4 Discussion
In the previous analysis regarding the indoor ice rink application, we can observe that for
large demands, power consumption of conventional vapor compression systems overrides
the big capital cost of ejector systems. Thus, the heat driven ejector refrigeration systems
are more promising under large refrigeration load applications.
Moreover, it should be noted that we computed only the electricity cost of both systems,
and disregarded their maintenance and repair operating expenses.
If we compared alternatives 1 & 2, we can observe that for the first instance the EUAC
of the booster-assisted system is 37% cheaper than the basic vapor compression system,
despite the fact that the capital cost of the former is larger (i.e., around 1.6 times).
Similar to the higher present values of solar and wind energy systems if compared with
conventional Rankine and gas turbine cycles for power generation using fossil fuel. As a
result, same for absorption systems, research is ongoing to improve the performance and
reduce the first cost of such heat driven refrigeration technologies.
The sizing of the compression system required by the traditional SVCC is bigger than
that needed by the booster-assisted system. Because the pressure rise ratio in case of
the conventional vapor compression system, as well as the refrigerant mass flow rate are
bigger:
Pcondenser
Pevaporator
)
SV CC
= 3.94 vs
Pintercooler
Pevaporator
)
booster assisted
= 1.81
m˙ref )SV CC = 0.3268 kg/s vs m˙ref )booster assisted = 0.2767 kg/s
Moreover, we should not ignore the savings in the annual cost of electricity (i.e., 57%). In
addition to the capability of utilization of solar energy and waste heat recourses by ejector
refrigeration plants. That is translated directly into, not only reduction in carbon dioxide
emissions and the accompanied environmental benefits, but also higher cogeneration effi-
ciencies through implementing the rejected waste heat from industrial facilities or power
plants.
Imagine, for example, we want to evaluate the simple payback period (SPP) of using the
ejector refrigeration system (i.e., SPP means i=0%). Namely, suppose we have a currently
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operating conventional vapor compressions system for our indoor ice rink application, and
we decided to switch it off, build a new but more expensive ejector system for the same
demand, and dispose of our corresponding demand of electricity.
Then the annual savings in operating cost due to that proposal will be Co2 − Co1 =
17932 − 7743 = 10189$/yr
Thus the payback period of the larger ejector system fixed cost will be
SPP =
Capital cost of ejector cycle
Savings
=
{91988}
10189
= 9.03 ∼= 9 years
So, an ejector refrigeration system can recover its investment during the first third of its lifetime.
3.6 Comments on the Numerical Study
A preliminary numerical investigation has been illustrated through this chapter followed
by an economic assessment. The main conclusions of this study are listed as follows:
1. Retrograde fluids are beneficial due to their capability of achieving dry expansion
through ejector, insignificance of primary stream superheating, as well as smaller
applied compression work which can ameliorate our ejector systems’ performance.
2. Highly retrograde fluids, like novec649, have excessively small refrigeration effects,
along with higher pressure ratios required by the ejector, thus having poor perfor-
mance.
3. Results showed that retrograde refrigerants performed generally better than regular
ones for both air conditioning and indoor ice rinks applications. Slightly retrograde
fluids, however, were those attaining the best performance.
4. The retrograde butene series was found promising in both case studies. For an air
conditioning application, the isomer c2butene was able to enhance the cycle COP
by around 14% over the best corresponding regular candidate.
5. For a simple ejector cycle working with an indoor ice rink application, the working
fluid c2butene had the best performance with a capability to operate with COP =
0.11 at 180 ◦C source temperature.
6. For the booster-assisted ejector cycle, the other isomer 1butene showed superior
performance at Tevap of -10◦C, with Qref of 100000 W and 120◦C source temperature.
It provided COP and exergy efficiency values of around 8% and 7.5% larger than the
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best regular candidate, respectively. Moreover, it needed a total thermal conductance
and cooling water mass flow rate of 4% and 7% less than the best regular one,
respectively.
7. Retrograde fluids can, generally, enable us to have the ejector cycle operating at
much lower generator pressures than regular refrigerants, owing to their relatively
higher critical temperatures. That leads to a simpler design of the generator, and
cheaper overall fixed system cost.
8. Butenes are hydrocarbons (HCs), non-toxic, with zero ODP and GWP ≈ 20, similar
to butane and isobutane. Nevertheless, they are flammable like propane and butane,
so safety precautions should be well considered, as commonly done with this type of
working fluids.
9. For an indoor ice rink application, the EUAC of the compression enhanced ejector
system with intercooler was 37% cheaper than the basic vapor compression candi-
date. Savings in annual cost of electricity can reach around 57%.
10. The SPP of the ejector system with higher fixed cost equaled approx 9 years. It
can recover its investment before the first third of its lifetime.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this chapter we give a detailed explanation of the conception of the ejector test bench
which has been set up and operated at Université de Sherbrooke. Butene refrigerant
showed the best performance when compared to other refrigerants for applications like
ice rinks. The objective is to test the performance of the designed 1butene ejector under
comparable operating conditions. A flow chart and real photo of the test rig are shown in
Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Labeled views of the installation are placed in Appendix D.1.
Figure 4.1 Flow chart of the test setup
4.1 Philosophy and Principles
The presented experimental installation is based on the blowdown principle. Primary and
secondary streams of the ejector are simulated by two gas cylinders. One is equipped
with electric heaters and contains the major portion of the system charge. It is preheated
before the test up to the initial primary total conditions: P1i & T1i . The pressure in the
other cylinder is adjusted according to the required secondary initial total condition P2i ,
with T2i always kept at ambient level. In all cases, the pressure in the rest of the system
is set to be equal to or slightly less than P2i . The back pressure of the ejector Pback is
simulated via a reactive and controllable back pressure regulator.
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Timing of the control valves is defined to start and end the test. Blow down starts upon
opening the valves, and measurements are taken at a selected instance when a certain
match of operating conditions takes place. Testing duration lasts for a maximum of 10
seconds. The discharged refrigerant from the ejector is collected in a downstream reservoir.
This charge is re-compressed back to the primary and secondary tanks using a compressor
to restore their initial conditions and perform a new test. Various performed processes
and their corresponding valves settings, as well as utilized checklists are given in Appendix
D.2.
Blowdown experiments reviewed in literature were concerned with air [6] or nitrogen [82]
as working fluids, which were discharged to the surroundings through the test. The present
design is advantageous owing to: simplicity and cost effectiveness of the setup, fast exper-
imentation and short testing time, flexibility and suitability for various ejector configura-
tions, capability of examining real refrigerants instead of air or nitrogen.
Proof of reliability of the acquired experimental results by means of the proposed idea
is demonstrated briefly in section 5.4. The following sections of this chapter are orga-
nized to cover each of the ejector itself, measuring instrumentation, tanks and cylinders,
compressor, back pressure regulator, plumbing, system control and 1butene refrigerant.
Figure 4.2 Overall view of the test setup
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4.2 Ejector
The 1butene ejector, shown in Figure 4.3, was manufactured from stainless steel 304. It is
divided into three sections: suction chamber, constant-area and diffuser, and incorporates
a movable primary nozzle. Detailed construction drawings of the interior, as well as the
flange design are shown in Appendix D.3.
Figure 4.3 Ejector assembly, dimensions are in mm
The operating conditions upon which the ejector was designed were: P1 = 3950 kPa, T1 =
150oC, P2)Tsat=−10oC = 87.5 kPa and Pback)Tsat=30oC = 345 kPa. Ejector efficiencies were
estimated as in Table 3.2. The main ejector dimensions imported from the implemented
design code in modeling chapter were: constant area section diameter d = 9 mm, throat
diameter dth = 2 mm, constant area section length L = 90 mm. Other geometrical param-
eters were inspired from literature [10],[80],[82],[12]: diffuser and nozzle divergence angles
= 10◦ and suction chamber convergence angle = 34◦. Thirteen 1/4′′ NPT pressure ports
were drilled in the wall of the ejector to measure the axial internal pressure evolution.
Maximizing the number of pressure ports was targeted by distributing them circumferen-
tially along the ejector due to the space limitations. Viton O-rings were placed between
flanges and around the movable nozzle rod for sealing.
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Figure 4.4 The fabricated ejector
4.3 Measurement and Instrumentation
The measured parameters in our experiments are: pressure, temperature and mass flow
rate. Pressures and temperatures are essential to identify the primary and secondary
flows’ total conditions, back pressure, in addition to examining the pressure variation and
shock waves characteristics inside the ejector. Mass flow rates are the most important
measurands used to evaluate the ejector’s entrainment ratio.
4.3.1 Mass Flow Measurement
Two Emerson MicroMotion Coriolis mass flow meters were equipped to measure the mass
flow rates of each of the primary and secondary streams. The flow meter system consists
of two main parts: the F050S sensor tube linked with the 5700 remote transmitter. The
principle of operation is based on the Coriolis effect [27]. More information about the
theory of the flow meter, as well as its temperature derating are given in Appendix D.4.1.
At flow rate values above 0.02 kg/s, the accuracy associated with the measured values is
constant ± 0.5%. However, as the flow rate decreases below 0.02 kg/s, the error increases
and conversely the pressure drop decreases across the tube. Fast connectivity between the
transmitter and the desktop computer is achieved through an ethernet cable. The overall
response time of the flow measurement system is approximately 35 ms [53]. The devel-
oped LabVIEW program communicates with the transmitter through Modbus TCP/IP
interface.
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4.3.2 Pressure Measurement
Seventeen Honeywell pressure transducers were used for pressure measurement. They were
distributed as follows: one for primary tank, one for secondary tank, 13 along the ejector,
one for the back pressure tank and one for the reservoir. The total error band is between
1% and 2% of full scale span (FSS), while the response time is less than 2 ms. Further
details about the implemented pressure sensors are presented in Appendix D.4.2.
4.3.3 Temperature Measurement
Two OmegaClad grounded type T St. 304 metal sheathed thermocouples were used to
measure the total temperature inside each of the primary and secondary tanks. The outer
diameter of the sheath is 1/16′′, which is the smallest possible to be installed with a
compression fitting onto the tank. Such fine diameter provides a response time as fast as
4 seconds.
Two ordinary type K thermocouple wires are installed on the primary flow tubes in two
positions upstream of the ejector. They were used to measure and control the tubes
surface temperature upon preheating them using surface heat cables. The error of type T
thermocouples is ± 0.5◦C up to 125◦C and ± 0.4% above, while that of type K is ± 1.5
◦C. Additional details about the properties of the utilized thermocouples are presented in
Appendix D.4.3.
4.3.4 Data Acquisition
Two data acquisition cards: NI USB-6008 and NI USB-6211 were used to record the signals
(i.e., voltage output) from the pressure transducers with sampling rates of 10 kS/s and 250
kS/s, respectively. In addition, a thermocouple module model NI-9211 with a sampling
rate of 14 S/s was used to receive and treat signals from the four thermocouples. The data
acquisition cards, front panel and block diagram of the developed LabVIEW VI program
are previewed Appendix D.4.4. The data output from the LabVIEW program are saved
in an excel sheet, then analyzed afterwards in a Matlab program.
4.4 Back Pressure Regulator
Back pressure regulators control the inlet (upstream) pressure unlike common pressure
reducing regulators. A GSD Equilibar back pressure regulator was installed at the ejector
exit to set the back pressure for the ejector and simulate the condenser’s pressure. The
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schematic and working principle of the back pressure regulator along with a comparison
between both types are presented in Appendix D.5.1.
The Equilibar regulator is loaded with a pilot pressure signal equal to the desired back
pressure. It has only one moving element: a frictionless flexible diaphragm used to mod-
ulate the inlet pressure. The diaphragm has no inertia, and moves within microns to
respond to flow variations, with a response time no more than 10 ms [28].
4.5 Tanks and Cylinders
The primary and secondary tanks are two high-pressure steel gas cylinders, with an internal
capacity of around 50 liters each and an operating pressure up to 183 bars. The outlet
port is 3/4′′ NPT onto which the tank’s pressure sensor and thermocouple are mounted
among an assembly of fittings shown in Appendix D.5.2.
The primary tank is equipped with three external band heaters, 500 W each. Heating up
till a temperature level of 150◦C required nearly one hour. The tank is then insulated
with fiberglass sheeting and covered finally by aluminum foil tape.
A 300 liters SPVG steel reservoir model A10325 is placed downstream of the ejector in
order to collect the discharged 1butene gas, then recharge the primary and secondary
tanks back again. The dimensions of the reservoir as well as its ports description are given
in Appendix D.5.2.
The back pressure tank is a steel cylinder which stores air as a reservoir and provides a
controlling signal for the back pressure regulator. The pressure inside the tank is changed
using an ordinary pressure regulator.
4.6 Compressor
A two stage air driven gas booster model 7G-TS-7 from Hydraulics International was
installed to recharge primary and secondary tanks prior to each new experimental run.
This oil free compressor is capable of boosting pure gases from low pressure sources down
to moderate vacuum, while providing 400 to 700 psi gas output, at 200◦C max. The
compressor is driven with compressed air available in the laboratory, regulated to 100 psi
and filtered to 5 microns. The operating performance chart of the compressor is shown
in Appendix D.5.3. A fast-acting pressure relief valve set to 675 psi was placed in the
compressor discharge line for safety purposes.
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4.7 Plumbing
Smooth-bore seamless 0.5′′ tubing was used through the entire system. Stainless steel
304 tubing was selected for the high pressure line joining the discharge of the compressor
with the primary and secondary tanks. While ordinary refrigeration and air conditioning
copper tubing was chosen for the rest of the system. A 60′′ long St. 316 flexible hose was
installed between the ejector and the primary mass flow meter, so as to allow for varying
the nozzle position laterally.
Two high-temperature heat cables were used to preheat the primary flow line till the
ejector nozzle rod. Tubes surface was insulated with fiber glass and its temperature was
kept constant at T1i level using two temperature controllers. As the hot primary stream
used to have relatively small flow rate (i.e., ' 30 gm/s), cooling down occurred as the gas
contacted the cold tubes and fittings if they were left at ambient temperature during a
short test time (i.e., ∼= 10 sec). This caused an error in the mass flow measurement, as
well as degrading the stagnation temperature of the motive flow entering the ejector.
Stainless steel and brass ball valves were implemented to direct the flow within the sys-
tem. Traditional NPT fittings as well as compression fittings were used throughout. Two
particular ball valves were controlled with double acting air driven actuators, either on
or off, each for primary and secondary flows. The actuator cycle time for both was 0.03
sec and 0.5 sec, respectively. The pressure-temperature rating of the utilized valves plus
additional information about the plumbing are indicated in Appendix D.5.4.
The maximum choking diameter under different operating conditions within our range
of interest was found to be around 0.35′′. Thus to avoid choking of the flow apart from
the ejector, 0.5′′ tubing and ball valves were nominated. The same holds for the nominal
diameter of flow meters, fittings and the flexible hose.
4.8 System Control
The control panel of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.5. AC switches were
integrated for heaters and actuators, in addition to a DC switch for the 5 Vdc source
which powers up the pressure sensors. Two SOLO temperature controllers were used to
set the primary line’s surface temperature equal to that inside the primary tank.
Two solid state relays were used to drive the two air-driven actuators. Moreover, two
voltage output channels from the NI 6008 card were used to activate the two relays.
Finally, timing control of the valves was performed by the LabVIEW program.
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Figure 4.5 Control panel
4.9 Butene Refrigerant
A charge of approximately 6.7 kg of 1butene refrigerant was added to the system. The
1butene refrigerant compatibility chart provided in Appendix A was checked with the
material of each implemented component in the system. As 1butene is a flammable re-
frigerant (i.e., class A3), a flammability detector was placed aside during operation for
security purposes. Details about charging the system with 1butene refrigerant is shown
with various processes in Appendix D.2.
4.10 Comments on the Experimental Setup
The previously described installation is a closed-loop type set up based on the blowdown
principle. The experiment is concerned only with the ejector where primary, secondary
and back pressure conditions are simulated resembling the real ejector cycle. Advantages
of such configuration summarize into simplicity, flexibility and fast experimentation. Ap-
propriate equipment have been chosen in order to execute the planned test procedure
under selected test conditions as will be discussed in the following chapter. Experiments
were performed preliminary with air to verify that everything works well before charging
the system with 1butene.
CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUS-
SION
In this chapter we include the results of the performed experimentation on the 1butene
ejector under specific operating conditions. We start by previewing the blowdown process
and explaining how we generate the ejector performance curve at conditions of a certain
match point. Effects of varying the primary and secondary total conditions are then
discussed. In addition, the behaviour of the ejector under different primary nozzle positions
is analyzed and an optimum position is nominated. Afterwards, the proof of reliability
of the executed experimental procedure is illustrated via a quasi-steady state analysis
performed on the experimental results. Estimated cycle and mechanical COP values are
then previewed based on the experimental data. Finally, a comparison is presented between
the numerical modeling of the ejector performance and experimental data.
5.1 Experimental Results
In the upcoming group of eight tests, the starting conditions were: P1i = 3675 kPa at
T1i ' 150◦C, and P2i = 85 kPa at ambient temperature, with a nozzle exit position NXP
= +3.5 cm. The timing of the two air driven control valves was set as follows: Primary
valve opens at t = 3 sec, secondary valve opens at t = 8 sec and finally both valves close
at t = 13 sec. The match point was chosen to be at t = 8 sec , where P1 = 3560 kPa
and m˙p = 0.032 kg/s. Temperatures inside the tanks were found to be nearly constant
throughout the test. Data of the temperature variation is given in Appendix F. The back
pressure Pback was varied for each test from 200 kPa to 310 kPa.
For the primary motive (i.e., driving) flow, we can observe that the variation of both of the
total pressure and mass flow rate were identical regardless the level of the back pressure,
as presented in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. This is due to the primary flow being
always choked. The match point was chosen well after the decay of the primary start up
waves to avoid their influence on the results.
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Figure 5.1 Primary flow stagnation pressure variation with time
Figure 5.2 Primary mass flow rate variation with time
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In contrast, the secondary (i.e., driven) flow was found responsive to the back pressure,
as illustrated in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. For instance, at t = 8 sec under Pback from 200 to
270 kPa, the secondary mass flow rate m˙s was approximately constant ' 0.006 kg/s. This
indicates that the ejector was working in the double choking regime upto a critical back
pressure P ∗back of 270 kPa. However, when Pback was increased beyond till 310 kPa, m˙s
started dropping, which expresses that the ejector operation entered the single choking
region. Back flow occurred when Pback was increased furthermore.
The required characteristic curve of the ejector is simply generated as in Figure 5.5 by
dividing each value of the secondary mass flow rate by the single corresponding value of
the primary flow, m˙p = 0.032 kg/s. The entrainment ratio ω was constant ' 0.19 till a
compression ratio of rc = P ∗back/P2 ' 3.2, then started decreasing with increasing Pback.
We would like to mention that the plotted error bars of the entrainment ratio values were
evaluated after performing the uncertainty analysis given in Appendix E.
Figure 5.3 Secondary flow stagnation pressure variation with time
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Figure 5.4 Secondary mass flow rate variation with time
Figure 5.5 Ejector characteristic curve at P1 = 3560 kPa, P2 = 85 kPa and
NXP = + 3.5 cm
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The axial pressure distribution inside the ejector under various back pressures is plotted in
Figure 5.6. Firstly, we can observe that the pressure rise within the constant area section
is rather gradual than a sudden rise. This indicates that it is more precisely a train of
oblique shock waves not a single normal shock as implemented for 1D modeling purposes.
The major compression by the shock waves is then followed by a less steep pressure rise
through the diffuser.
Figure 5.6 Pressure evolution along the ejector under different back pressures,
at P1 = 3560 kPa, P2 = 85 kPa and NXP = + 3.5 cm
We can obviously notice that as Pback was increased from 200 up to P ∗back = 270 kPa, the
starting position of the shock waves train moved upstream in the constant-area section.
This resembles the well-known displacement of the normal shock wave in the divergent
part of the convergent-divergent nozzle to match with an exit pressure equal to a back
pressure between the first critical (i.e., no shocks) and the second critical (i.e., shock at
exit) [83].
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For Pback higher than P ∗back, we can remark that shock waves were initiated near the end
of the suction chamber. Further increase of Pback would lead to complete interference
between shock waves and the mixing process causing ejector malfunction. The overall
observed behaviour agrees with the findings of Chunnanond and Aphornratana [18] shown
previously in literature, Figure 2.25 in section 2.5.2.
The implemented ejector was tested also with air as a preliminary step to check for the
experimental procedure, and to make sure that there were no problems with the system
components before charging it with 1butene refrigerant. The ejector performance with
air is previewed in Figure 5.7. The compression ratio could reach around 3 at 0.195
entrainment ratio.
Figure 5.7 Ejector characteristic curve using air at P1 = 2500 kPa, P2 = 59.7
kPa and NXP = + 1.5 cm
5.2 Effect of Primary and Secondary Operating Con-
ditions
In Figure 5.8, the effect of altering the primary stagnation pressure on the ejector perfor-
mance is revealed. We can see that while keeping P2 = 85 kPa constant, as P1 is lowered
from 3560 kPa to 2890 kPa, P ∗back is reduced from 260 kPa to 220 kPa (i.e., 15% drop in
the compression ratio). Nonetheless, the entrainment ratio is raised by 54%.
Suppose that Pe is the exit pressure from the primary nozzle. The driving pressure differ-
ence which entrains the secondary flow will be P2 − Pe. For a given geometry (i.e., ratio
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of exit area to throat area Ae/At) of this supersonic nozzle, the ratio P1/Pe will remain
constant if P1 is decreased. Thus Pe will go down and conversly the difference P2 − Pe
will increase yielding a more entrained secondary flow rate. On the other hand, as P1
is reduced, the motive primary mass flow rate which represents the major portion of the
resultant mixture will decrease. Therefore the overall momentum and total pressure of the
flow exiting from the ejector will drop represented in P ∗back. The change of the primary and
secondary mass flow rates resultant from modifying P1 is translated also into a variation
in the location of the effective area as well as the cross sectional area occupied by both
flows downstream of the primary nozzle, as explained previously in literature, Figure 2.26
in section 2.5.2.
Figure 5.8 Effect of primary flow stagnation pressure variation on ejector per-
formance at P2 = 85 kPa and NXP = + 2.5 cm
The impact of the variation of the secondary flow stagnation pressure on the ejector
performance is expressed in Figure 5.9. At a fixed level of P1 = 3560 kPa, as P2 is
increased, both of the entrainment ratio and P ∗back enlarge. With Pe being constant, as
P2 increases the inductive pressure gap P2−Pe increases, so the secondary mass flow rate
rises as well as the entrainment ratio. In addition, the resulting momentum of the mixture
and P ∗back will augment due to the increased mass flow rate of secondary.
The rise in P ∗back was around 6% when P2 changed from 73 kPa to 102 kPa. This is
a smaller percentage if compared with the one associated with P1 variation (i.e., 15%).
Because the primary mass flow rate is usually bigger than the secondary, subsequently its
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momentum is more dominant and influential to that of the mixture. The accompanied
increase of ω in this case was by 46%.
Figure 5.9 Effect of secondary flow stagnation pressure variation on ejector
performance at P1 = 3560 kPa and NXP = + 2.5 cm
The previously discussed results agree with the well-known ejector performance stated in
literature [18], [16], [17]. Among the previous groups of tests at NXP = +2.5 cm, the
compression ratio could reach a maximum of 3.5, at P1 = 3560 kPa and P2 = 73 kPa,
with ω hitting a minimum of nearly 0.16.
5.3 Effect of Nozzle Exit Position
The nozzle exit position NXP was varied positively from +1.5 cm to +5.5 cm. The datum
as well as the positive direction of NXP are shown previously in Figure 4.3. As in Figure
5.10, we can see that as the primary nozzle is pushed more towards the constant area
section till NXP = +4.5 cm, the entrainment ratio along with P ∗back are increased, with
17 % and 12 %, respectively.
The justification is shown in Figure 5.11. At nozzle positions far from the constant area
section, a pressure peak (i.e., oblique shock) stands at the section’s entrance. This reflected
shock resembles those observed by Zhu and Jiang [82], as in literature section 2.5.2 Figure
2.29, which occurred due to the interaction between the expansion waves exiting from
the primary nozzle and the ejector walls. Under the specified operating conditions, the
calculated exit pressure from the primary nozzle was found to be Pe = 107.5 kPa, while
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P2 = 85 kPa which represents the back pressure for the nozzle. In this case, the nozzle is
under-expanded and the divergent supersonic flow exiting from it is forced to turn towards
the entrance of the constant area section via oblique shocks. These shocks have relatively
smaller amplitude than the main shock waves train in the constant area section, however
they contribute to the whole losses and cause a slight decrease in the total pressure exiting
from the ejector (i.e., P ∗back).
Figure 5.10 Effect of NXP variation on ejector performance at P1 = 3560 kPa,
P2 = 85 kPa
As the primary nozzle approaches the constant area section, Mach number of the super-
sonic flow reaching the entrance becomes less. This is the reason why the amplitude of the
pressure peaks decreases as NXP increases positively, till it totally diminishes at NXP
= +5.5 cm. Moreover, the shocks may interfere with the effective area of the secondary
flow as well as degrading the mixing efficiency. Therefore a higher entrainment ratio is
attained as the oblique shock strength decreases, in addition to the bigger compression
ratio.
Nevertheless, at NXP = +5.5 cm, the primary nozzle tip becomes very near to the con-
stant area entrance, causing blockage to the secondary flow area and compulsory reduction
in the entrainment ratio. The optimum NXP can then be assigned to be +4.5 cm at the
indicated operating conditions. It should be noted that at zero NXP the ejector malfunc-
tioned (i.e., back flow occurred), probably due to maximized adverse pressure gradient
caused by the reflected shocks.
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Figure 5.11 Pressure evolution inside the ejector at different NXP, P1 = 3560
kPa, P2 = 85 kPa
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In contrast with the previous results, recalling Figure 5.7 using air at NXP = +1.5
cm, the computed Pe was 34.3 kPa with P2 = 59.7 kPa, indicating that the nozzle was
over-expanded. With the absence of divergent expansion waves, no reflected shocks were
observed at the constant area section entrance as previewed in Figure 5.12.
Figure 5.12 Pressure evolution inside the ejector at different back pressures
using air, P1 = 2500 kPa, P2 = 59.7 kPa and NXP = +1.5 cm
5.4 Quasi-Steady State Analysis
The demonstrated experimental procedure incorporates a blowdown process where mea-
surements are obtained at a specific instance. The objective of the upcoming investigation
is to prove the validity of this experimental idea, and verify if the ejector would have the
same performance as a part of the actual ejector refrigeration system running under steady
state conditions. In other words, can we assume that the system behaves as quasi-steady
state at the selected instance, as expressed in Figure 5.13.
Based on real measurements, a simple idea to answer this question was to recall the three
flow-governing equations: continuity, momentum and energy, then quantify the order of
magnitude of the unsteady terms and compare it with respect to the other terms. Two
control volumes were chosen to carry out this computation: the divergent part of the pri-
mary nozzle and the constant area section, as in Figures 5.14 and 5.16, respectively.
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Figure 5.13 Assessment of the quasi-steady state hypothesis at a specific in-
stance within a sample blowdown process.
For the first control volume, measurements of the primary flow total pressure P1(t) and
temperature T1(t) as a function of time using air, along with the dimensions of the di-
vergent part of the nozzle were implemented as inputs. We considered for simplicity the
following assumptions: quasi 1-D, isentropic, unsteady and no internal heat generation
while using the real gas properties. Continuity and energy equations were solved and
local values of pressure, velocity and density were calculated and plotted as a function of
position x and time t, as previewed in Figure 5.15.
After applying the assumptions, the flow governing equations in their differential form
reduce to [77]:
Continuity:
∂ρ
∂t
+ u
∂ρ
∂x
+ ρ
∂u
∂x
= 0
finite difference
========⇒
scheme
ρi,j+1 − ρi,j−1
2dt
+ ρi,j
ui+1,j − ui−1,j
2dx
+ ui,j
ρi+1,j − ρi−1,j
2dx
= 0
x-momentum: ρgx − ∂P
∂x
= ρ
∂u
∂t
+ ρu
∂u
∂x
finite difference
========⇒
scheme
ρi,jgx − Pi+1,j − Pi−1,j
2dx
= ρi,j
ui,j+1 − ui,j−1
2dt
+ ρi,jui,j
ui+1,j − ui−1,j
2dx
x-energy:
∂T
∂t
+ u
∂T
∂x
+
1
ρCv
P
∂u
∂x
=
k
ρCv
∂2T
∂x2
finite difference
========⇒
scheme
Ti,j+1 − Ti,j−1
2dt
+ ui,j
Ti+1,j − Ti−1,j
2dx
=
ki,j
ρi,jCvi,j
Ti+1,j − 2Ti,j + Ti−1,j
dx2
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Figure 5.14 First control volume under quasi-steady state analysis: the diver-
gent part of the primary nozzle
Figure 5.15 Calculated variation of pressure, velocity and density as a function
of space and time within the divergent part of the primary nozzle
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Using a finite difference scheme with certain space and time steps (i.e., dx and dt), we
computed the value of each term at some positions and time instances as given in Table 5.1.
It can be clearly seen that terms including the density, pressure, velocity and temperature
gradients (i.e., variation with space ∂/∂x) are quantitatively the dominant ones. Their
order of magnitude ranged from 106 to 107 times the unsteady terms (i.e., variation with
time ∂/∂t). This indicates that the unsteady terms are negligible and validates the quasi-
steady state assumption. As expected, we notice that the gravity term (i.e., ρgx) in the
momentum equation and the conduction term (i.e., k/ρCv.∂2T/∂x2) in the energy equation
have similarly small magnitudes being physically insignificant.
Table 5.1 Values of terms of continuity, momentum and energy equations for
the first control volume
Equation Continuity Momentum Energy
Position, m Time, s
∂ρ
∂t
u
∂ρ
∂x
ρ
∂u
∂x
ρgx
∂P
∂x
ρ
∂u
∂t
ρu
∂u
∂x
∂T
∂t
u
∂T
∂x
1
ρCv
P
∂u
∂x
k
ρCv
∂2T
∂x2
0.0025 0.5 -0.10 -5.41E+05 1.59E+05 42.82 -9.67E+07 -1.67 9.67E+07 -0.27 -1.31E+07 3.79E+06 36.63
0.01 1 -0.03 -1.19E+05 1.50E+04 14.57 -1.12E+07 -1.03 1.12E+07 -0.29 -5.47E+06 6.85E+05 10.43
0.01 2 -0.03 -1.16E+05 1.47E+04 14.26 -1.10E+07 -1.75 1.10E+07 -0.52 -5.45E+06 6.83E+05 10.60
0.005 4 -0.04 -2.70E+05 5.37E+04 25.85 -3.61E+07 -5.34 3.61E+07 -1.27 -8.93E+06 1.76E+06 20.41
0.005 5 -0.04 -2.65E+05 5.27E+04 25.45 -3.53E+07 -6.48 3.53E+07 -1.57 -8.84E+06 1.75E+06 20.47
0.0025 7 -0.04 -4.75E+05 1.39E+05 38.32 -8.34E+07 -12.16 8.34E+07 -2.58 -1.24E+07 3.59E+06 38.24
The second computation was performed on the constant area section making use of the
measured local pressure evolution P (x, t) within the control volume as a function of posi-
tion and time, as shown in Figure 5.17, using 1butene refrigerant. The transient primary
and secondary total conditions (i.e., T1(t), T2(t), P1(t)&P2(t)) and mass flow rates (i.e.,
m˙p(t)&m˙s(t)) were used as givens. The assumptions in this attempt were taken as: 1-D
flow, adiabatic with friction, turbulent fully developed, unsteady, no internal heat gener-
ation with real gas property functions. From total conditions we calculated the instan-
taneous total enthalpies ho1(t) & ho2(t), and by solving continuity and energy equations
iteratively we could evaluate velocities c(x, t), densities ρ(x, t) and temperatures T (x, t)
allover the control volume.
The differential flow governing equations will remain the same as in the previous case
except that two viscous terms will appear in each of the momentum and energy equations
due to friction [78]:
x-momentum: ρgx − ∂P
∂x
= ρ
∂u
∂t
+ ρu
∂u
∂x
− 4
3
µ
∂2u
∂x2
x-energy:
∂T
∂t
+ u
∂T
∂x
+
1
ρCv
P
∂u
∂x
=
k
ρCv
∂2T
∂x2
+
4
3
µ
ρCv
(
∂u
∂x
)2
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Figure 5.16 Second control volume under quasi-steady state analysis: the con-
stant area section
Similarly, the order of magnitude of the unsteady terms is expressed by the finite difference
results shown in Table 5.2. They remained to be nearly 105 to 106 times less than the
other dominating terms. This adds to the validity of the quasi-steady state approximation.
In the same manner, gravity, conduction and viscous terms showed to have insignificant
values.
Figure 5.17 Measured variation of pressure as a function of space and time
within the constant area section
Finally, it should be noted that the previous computation is approximate owing to the
implemented finite difference technique and the imposed assumptions. However, it pro-
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vides a correct estimate of the flow nature and confirms the reliability of the acquired
experimental results.
Table 5.2 Values of terms of continuity, momentum and energy equations for
the second control volume
Equation Continuity Momentum Energy
Position, m Time, s
∂ρ
∂t
u
∂ρ
∂x
ρ
∂u
∂x
ρgx
∂P
∂x
ρ
∂u
∂t
ρu
∂u
∂x
4
3
µ
∂2u
∂x2
∂T
∂t
u
∂T
∂x
1
ρCv
P
∂u
∂x
k
ρCv
∂2T
∂x2
4
3
µ
ρCv
(
∂u
∂x
)2
0 5 -0.03 -3.28E+04 3.28E+04 13.8 -6.23E+06 -4.35 1.03E+07 -3.89 2.04 -1.35E+06 7.57E+05 -2.95 -0.002
0 6 -0.01 -5.71E+04 5.71E+04 13.65 -1.1E+07 -12.04 1.76E+07 18.92 3.02 -2.27E+06 1.34E+06 -13.7 0.009
0.026 2 -0.09 1.03E+04 -1.03E+04 11.47 1.61E+06 29.93 -4.14E+06 -6.44 -4.6 8.71E+05 -2.84E+05 0.85 -0.004
0.026 3 0.03 1.33E+04 -1.33E+04 11.18 2.06E+06 -19.68 -5.38E+06 -5.77 5.92 1.17E+06 -3.76E+05 0.21 -0.003
0.052 1 -0.05 1.15E+04 -1.15E+04 22.48 3.11E+06 6.82 -2.38E+06 4.22 1.29 1.29E+05 -1.63E+05 -0.34 0.001
0.052 4 0.05 4.36E+03 -4.36E+03 22.41 1.24E+06 -18.97 -8.64E+05 2.48 2.41 4.46E+04 -6.19E+04 -0.15 0.001
5.5 COP Analysis
In the previous section we managed to prove that the experimentally tested ejector will
perform the same if it is installed in the real ejector refrigeration system under steady
state operation. Now it is important to estimate the corresponding cycle COP based on
the measured values of entrainment ratio, primary and secondary total conditions. Using
the well-known COP formulas:
COPcycle = ω
h2−h5
h1−h4 & COPmec = ω
h2−h6
h1−h4
The previous relations are for the basic ejector refrigeration cycle, and the states labeling
are the same as in Figure 2.3. Mechanical COP is the one based on neglecting the waste
heat and considering only the pumping power as the input to the system. Results are
shown in Table 5.3 for some of our tested operating conditions. We can observe that
cycle COP and mechanical COP values ranged from 0.1 to 0.15, and from 9.2 to 13.7,
respectively.
To compare with results in literature, it would be reasonable to review the performance
under similar operating conditions (i.e., temperature levels of the evapourator and con-
denser). Our ejector design and conducted experiments were more concerned with very
low evapouration temperatures suitable for an application like indoor ice rinks (i.e., -6.1oC
to -14.5oC).
Published experimental results under the previously mentioned operating range are very
few as mentioned in our literature review Figure 2.32. This represents novelty of the
present work. For instance, Aphornratana et al. [5] mentioned that with R11 they achieved
a COP of around 0.1 at Tevap= -5oC. Thongtip et al. [75] reported having COP of nearly
0.03 at Tevap= -6oC using R141b. Both previous refrigerants belong to CFCs and HCFCs,
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Table 5.3 Thermodynamic analysis for some tested operating conditions
```````````````Parameter
Condition 1 3 6
NXP (cm) +2.5 +2.5 +4.5
P1 (kPa) 3560 3560 3560
T1 (oC) 150 150 150
P2 (kPa) 73 102 85
Tevap = Tsat)P2 (oC) -14.5 -6.1 -10.7
P ∗back = Pcond (kPa) 255.1 269.7 278.5
Tcond (oC) 20.06 21.836 22.874
ω 0.1575 0.2302 0.2027
h1 (kJ/kg) 568.9 568.9 568.9
h2 = h)P2,x=1 (kJ/kg) 382.21 392.43 386.82
h4 = h5 = h)Pcond,x=0 (kJ/kg) 58.719 62.8 65.187
s6 = s4 = s)Pcond,x=0 (kJ/kg) 0.20886 68.337 70.722
h6 = h)P1,s6 (kJ/kg) 64.261 68.337 70.722
pi = P1/P2 48.9 34.8 41.9
rc = Pcond/P2 3.5 2.6 3.3
COP 0.1 0.15 0.13
COPmec 9.2 13.7 11.8
respectively, which are banned due to environmental considerations. Riffat et al. [62]
could barely reach a COP of 0.017 with methanol at Tevap= -4oC. In closing, 1butene is
realized to be a promising refrigerant for low evapouration temperature applications.
5.6 Numerical Assessment of the Experimental Re-
sults
The objective of the following analysis is comparing between the numerical calculations
and the acquired experimental data. In our case we have a fixed ejector geometry where
the input operating conditions are changed each test. The conditions vary also with
time during the blowdown process. It should be noted that the design code discussed
previously in Chapter 3 can calculate the performance and the geometry of the ejector
only at on-design points (i.e., when the back pressure equals the critical back pressure
P ∗back). A simplified flow chart of the code is given in Figure 5.18. If Pback < P ∗back then the
entrainment ratio will remain constant and the operating regime will be called subcritical.
If Pback > P ∗back, the ejector will enter the single choking region, and the design code will
not be able then to predict the performance due to the violation of the implemented double
choking assumption.
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The design code is incorporated as a subprogram in the transient code. It is executed
iteratively till the calculated area ratio ARcalc equals the real one, knowing that AR varies
inversely with P ∗back as illustrated in Figure 5.19. The developed transient code is based
on the quasi-steady state assumption. A certain time step δt is selected and timing of the
primary and secondary valves are considered. Energy and mass balances are applied on
the primary and secondary tanks and calculations are repeated every time step from the
initial test conditions till the test end. We consider all processes to be adiabatic. Flow
chart of the transient code aside from the design subprogram is presented in Appendix B.
Figure 5.18 Flow chart indicating inputs and outputs from the design code.
Figure 5.19 Variation of AR against P ∗back.
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5.6.1 Mixing Efficiency Analysis
Mathematical modeling of the ejector performance depends on the component efficiencies
assigned to each of the primary nozzle, secondary flow expansion, mixing process and
the diffuser. These assumed coefficients express the losses occurring within each stage of
the ejector. Several studies have been performed to evaluate the component efficiencies
making use of known input operating conditions (i.e., P1, P2 and P ∗back) and mass flow
rates (i.e., m˙p and m˙s) [50],[46],[81],[34]. It was found that ejector performance was more
sensitive to the mixing efficiency φm than other coefficients. This is because the mixing
process represents the major part of the whole exergy losses inside the ejector, as shown
in the Grassmann diagram Figure 3.17. Huang et al. [41] presented a correlation fitted
from their test results which explains that φm varies inversely with area ratio AR:
φmix = 1.037− 0.02857AR
Further analysis was done on φm using our experimental data. For the first instance, φmix
was taken constant as 0.91. This value was selected after several trials and showed nearest
results when compared with the on-design conditions presented previously for 1butene:
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 , and air: Figure 5.7. Results in Table 5.4 demonstrate that the design
code could predict the entrainment ratio ω and geometry AR with an absolute maximum
error of 38% and 12%, respectively. It should be noted that other efficiencies were always
kept unchanged throughout this investigation, as listed in Table 3.2.
Table 5.4 Comparison between numerical and experimental results under on-
design conditions using constant mixing efficiency φmix = 0.91
Condition Fluid T1 (◦C) P1 (kPa) T2 (◦C) P2 (kPa) P ∗back (kPa) abs. error ω (%) abs. error AR (%)
1
1butene
150 3560 23 73 255.1 36.3 6.2
2 150 3560 23 85 262 1.4 5.6
3 150 3560 23 102 269.7 37.8 7.1
4 150 2890 23 85 222.6 20.4 3.7
5 Air 25 2500 23 59.7 174.5 4.7 11.8
It was noticed, however, that the mixing efficiency may vary with the input operating
conditions. An attempt to specify this dependency was performed by modifying the design
code, such that φmix was calculated while the experimental entrainment ratio ωe being
employed as an input. Results showed that φmix was directly proportional to the operating
total pressure ratio of primary to secondary flows pi = P1/P2, as expressed by the following
empirical correlation:
φmix = 0.0034pi + 0.77
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The previous analysis was extended to other experimental data in literature using ejectors
of different geometries with various refrigerants, as illustrated in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.20.
The mixing efficiency was found again to increase as pi increases. Further insight reveals
also that if we take an average value of φmix for each ejector, we will remark that φmix
decreases as the area ratio grows up, which agrees with the previous correlation proposed
by Huang et al. [41]. At last, we can conclude that each ejector can have its own expressive
correlation of φmix = f(pi) depending on its operating range and distinctive geometrical
features.
Table 5.5 Evaluation of mixing efficiency φmix as a function of the pressure
ratio pi = P1/P2 based on some experimental data
Condition Author Fluid T1 (◦C) P1 (kPa) T2 (◦C) P2 (kPa) P ∗back (kPa) ωe pi = P1/P2 φmix Error AR (%)
1
Present Study 1butene
150 3560 23 73 255.1 0.1579 48.8 0.933 11.2
2 150 3560 23 85 262 0.185 41.9 0.909 5.6
3 150 3560 23 102 269.7 0.2302 34.9 0.879 0.7
4 150 2890 23 85 222.6 0.2862 34 0.889 -0.4
5 Air 25 2500 23 59.7 174.5 0.1962 41.9 0.913 -11.2
6
Huang et al. [41] R141b
95 604 8 40 107.5 0.346 15.1 0.965 -2.7
7 90 538 8 40 98.2 0.445 13.4 0.969 -2
8 84 465 8 40 88 0.539 11.6 0.96 -3.7
9 78 400 8 40 76.1 0.623 10 0.931 -4.4
10 95 604 12 47 110.4 0.454 12.9 0.955 -9.3
11 90 538 12 47 101.2 0.542 11.5 0.952 -3.3
12 84 465 12 47 90.6 0.635 9.9 0.94 -2.5
13 78 400 12 47 80.6 0.741 8.5 0.925 12.4
14
Chen and Sun [17] Steam
106 116 11 1.3 2.4 0.619 88.4 0.754 -6.6
15 114 153 11 1.3 2.9 0.49 116.5 0.782 -0.7
16 122 198 11 1.3 3.9 0.39 150.8 0.847 -6.2
17 132 270 11 1.3 4.8 0.349 205.6 0.898 -5.3
18 122 198 17 1.9 4.1 0.64 102.4 0.834 -1.3
19 122 198 20.1 2.3 4.2 0.779 84.4 0.765 -1
20
Smierciew et al. [70] R600a
63 773 13.5 199.8 350.7 0.24 3.9 0.978 -2.9
21 66 830 13.5 199.8 379.7 0.224 4.2 0.997 -3.4
22 69.5 900 13.5 199.8 397.7 0.209 4.5 1 -5.4
23 71.5 942 13.5 199.8 415.1 0.188 4.7 1.004 -6.7
5.6.2 Transient Modeling Results
In this section we present the transient model computation in comparison with the blow-
down test results. The first group of results is concerned with the primary flow properties:
total pressure P1, mass flow rate m˙p and total temperature T1, as shown in Figures 5.21
to 5.23. We can obviously notice that the numerical results go well with the experimental
data. This is due to the simplicity of the primary flow modeling, being a choked flow
through a given nozzle throat diameter with a certain isentropic efficiency ηp.
The second group of results exhibits the variation of the secondary flow properties with
time. This group, unlike the first one, is very sensitive to the ejector modeling, particularly
its assigned component efficiencies. As shown in Figures 5.24 and 5.25, making use of a
constant value of φmix = 0.91 can cause an over or an underestimation of the secondary
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Figure 5.20 Variation of mixing efficiency φmix as a function of the pressure
ratio pi = P1/P2 based on some experimental data.
mass flow rate m˙s, and subsequently the secondary tank pressure P2, depending on the
input operating conditions in a manner that is explained previously in Table 5.4. However,
making use of the stated φmix = f(pi) correlation can predict m˙s with better accuracy as
much as 15%. Other figures for the calculated versus experimental transient variation of
the secondary flow properties are placed in Appendix F.
Moreover, the measured temperature of the secondary tank T2 remained nearly constant
at ambient level under all tests, as shown in Figure 5.26. Because the secondary tank
was non insulated, this permitted heat transfer to occur from the surroundings. As a
result, a big difference is observed between the experimental and calculated values due
to the implemented hypothesis that all processes were adiabatic. Nevertheless, modifying
the assumption to be an isothermal secondary tank instead of adiabatic did not have
a remarkable influence on the results of m˙s. This is due to the fact that the ejector
performance is more relevant to the input operating pressures than temperatures. It
should be noted that variation of the primary flow properties as well as the secondary
flow temperature were found unaffected by the modifications done to the transient model,
either by imposing the isothermal assumption or using φmix correlation.
In closing, we can realize that the good agreement between the transient code and the
experimental data corresponds with the analysis provided in section 5.4, and confirms the
validity of the quasi-steady state assumption upon which the code is based.
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Figure 5.21 Comparison between numerical and experimental results of pri-
mary flow stagnation pressure variation with time, condition 3.
Figure 5.22 Comparison between numerical and experimental results of pri-
mary mass flow rate variation with time, condition 3.
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Figure 5.23 Comparison between numerical and experimental results of pri-
mary flow stagnation temperature variation with time, condition 3.
Figure 5.24 Comparison between numerical and experimental results of sec-
ondary flow stagnation pressure variation with time, condition 3.
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Figure 5.25 Comparison between numerical and experimental results of sec-
ondary mass flow rate variation with time, condition 3.
Figure 5.26 Comparison between numerical and experimental results of pri-
mary flow stagnation temperature variation with time, condition 3.
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5.7 Comments on the Experimental Results and Anal-
ysis
The following remarks can be summarized after discussing the results of this chapter:
1. The ejector was tested preliminary with air showing an entrainment ratio of 0.195
under compression ratio of 3. Using 1butene, the entrainment and compression ratios
could reach 0.16 and 3.5, respectively.
2. Supersonic operation of the ejector and double choking condition have been achieved.
General behaviour of the ejector under various operating conditions resembled the
well known ejector performance.
3. Reducing the primary pressure by 20% at constant secondary pressure caused a drop
of 15% in the compression ratio accompanied by augmenting the entrainment ratio
by 54%.
4. Having less significant impact, increasing the secondary pressure by 40% at constant
primary pressure resulted in an increase of 6% and 46% in the compression and
entrainment ratios, respectively.
5. Moving the primary nozzle positively towards the constant area section enhanced
both of the entrainment and compression ratios till an optimum value of NXP =
+4.5 cm. The compression ratio rose while the entrainment ratio dropped when
NXP was further increased.
6. Reflected oblique shocks stood at the constant area section entrance resulting from
the interaction between divergent expansion waves and the ejectors walls in case of
1butene refrigerant, due to the primary nozzle being under-expanded.
7. Absence of reflected shocks was remarked in the case of air because the primary
nozzle was over-expanded.
8. Quasi-steady state analysis was performed on the divergent part of the primary noz-
zle and the constant area section of the ejector showing that the order of magnitude
of the unsteady terms were negligible. It lied between 105 to 107 times less than the
other gradient terms. This confirms the validity of the achieved experimental results
based on the blowdown principle.
9. Under evapouration temperatures from -14.5oC up to -6.1oC, the evaluated cycle
COP and mechanical COP ranged from 0.1 to 0.15, and from 9.2 to 13.7, respectively.
10. Numerical results have been assessed using various experimental data showing that
the mixing efficiency can vary proportionally with the pressure ratio of primary to
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secondary flows. Error in entrainment ratio could reach a maximum of 38% if the
mixing efficiency was maintained constant at 0.91.
11. Each ejector can have its own expressive correlation of φmix = f(pi) according to its
design features and operating range.
12. Transient modeling of the blowdown process has been compared with experimental
results, and estimation of the secondary mass flow rate could be achieved with max
error of 15% when the mixing efficiency correlation was employed.
13. Good agreement between the numerical results and experimental data authenticates
the quasi-steady state assumption upon which the transient code is based.
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION EN FRANÇAIS
Des études numériques et expérimentales ont été effectuées sur des éjecteurs superson-
iques. L’amélioration de performance du système de réfrigération par éjecteur a été ciblée
en utilisant des fluides rétrogrades. Une experience a été mise en place pour tester la
performance de l’éjecteur sous diverses conditions opératoires. Les principales conclusions
de cette étude peuvent être résumées en:
1. Les fluides rétrogrades peuvent améliorer la performance de nos systèmes d’éjecteur
grâce à leur capacité à atteindre une expansion à sec à travers l’éjecteur, sans besoin
de surchauffer le flux primaire, ni de fournir d’énormes travaux de compression.
– La série de butènes rétrogrades a été trouvée prometteuse, étant capable d’améliorer
le COP du cycle d’environ 14 % et 8 % mieux que le meilleur réfrigérant régulier
correspondant pour les applications de climatisation et celles de patinoires in-
térieures, respectivement.
– Les fluides rétrogrades peuvent, en général, nous permettre de faire fonctionner
le cycle d’éjecteur à des pressions de générateur beaucoup plus faibles que les
réfrigérants ordinaires, conduisant à une conception plus légère du générateur et
à un coût fixe global du système moins cher.
– Pour une application de patinoire intérieure utilisant le 1butène, le EUAC du
système d’éjection à compression amélioré avec intercooler était inférieur de 37%
au système de compression de vapeur conventionnel. Les économies annuelles en
électricité pourraient atteindre environ 57%.
– Le système à éjecteur ayant un coût fixe plus élevé peut récupérer son investisse-
ment pendant le premier tiers de sa durée de vie.
2. Le fonctionnement supersonique de l’éjecteur et la condition du double étranglement
ont été atteints en utilisant de l’air et du 1butène. Le comportement général de
l’éjecteur sous différentes conditions opératoires était en accord avec la performance
classique de l’éjecteur.
– Le déplacement du tuyau convergent divergent primaire positivement vers la sec-
tion constante a amélioré les taux d’entraînement et de compression jusqu’à une
valeur optimale de NXP = +4.5 cm. Le taux de compression a augmenté avec
une baisse du taux d’entraînement lorsque la NXP a encore été augmenté.
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– Les valeurs estimées du COP du cycle d’éjecteur de base et celles du COP mé-
canique variaient de 0.1 à 0.15 et de 9.2 à 13.7, respectivement, lorsque la tem-
pérature d’évaporation variait de -14.5oC à -6.1oC
3. Les résultats numériques ont été évalués en utilisant des données expérimentales on-
design montrant que l’efficacité du mélange varie proportionnellement au rapport de
pression des flux primaire et secondaire. Chaque éjecteur peut avoir sa corrélation
particulière de φmix = f(pi).
– La modélisation instationnaire du processus en rafale a été comparée aux résultats
expérimentaux. L’estimation du débit massique secondaire a pu être obtenue avec
une erreur maximale de 15% lorsque la corrélation d’efficacité du mélange a été
utilisée.
– Le bon accord entre les résultats numériques et les données expérimentales au-
thentifie l’hypothèse de quasi-stationnarité sur laquelle le code est basé.
4. L’expérience en rafale conçue est avantageuse en raison de sa simplicité, sa rentabil-
ité, son expérimentation rapide et son temps d’essai court, sa flexibilité pour diverses
configurations d’éjecteur et sa capacité d’examiner divers réfrigérants.
– Une analyse quasi-stationnaire a été effectuée sur deux volumes de contrôle dif-
férents à l’intérieur de l’éjecteur, montrant que l’ordre de grandeur des termes
instationnaires était négligeable, allant de 105 à 107 fois moins que les autres ter-
mes. Cela confirme la validité des résultats expérimentaux obtenus sur la base du
principe de rafale.
6.1 Futurs Travaux
Le test de notre simple éjecteur en utilisant du 1butène a montré des résultats très promet-
teurs sous de faibles niveaux de température d’évaporation. L’étape suivante peut être
l’application de certaines modifications à la conception de l’éjecteur, comme l’utilisation
de tuyau convergent divergent primaire d’une géométrie modifiée. Cela peut améliorer la
performance. L’étape d’après sera de presenter l’idée au marché concernant des applica-
tions de glaçage.
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Les idées proposées pour les travaux futurs peuvent être énumérées, sans s’y limiter:
1. Tester d’autres configurations d’éjecteur comme le CRMC ou une géométrie modifiée
du tuyau convergent divergent primaire, et comparer sa performance avec celle de
l’éjecteur conventionnel en utilisant le 1butène.
2. Application de la visualisation Schlieren ainsi que de l’analyse CFD pour mieux
démontrer l’effet deNXP sur le processus de mélange et la performance de l’éjecteur.
3. Expérimentation d’un éjecteur à deux phases comme un expandeur avec CO2 en
utilisant le principe de rafale.
4. Expérimentation d’autres expandeurs comme les tubes à vortex en utilisant le même
banc d’essai.
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CHAPTER 7
ENGLISH CONCLUSION
Numerical and experimental investigations have been performed on supersonic ejectors.
Performance enhancement of the ejector refrigeration system was targeted through using
retrograde fluids. An experimental test bench has been set up to test the ejector per-
formance under various operating conditions. The main conclusions of this study can be
summarized into:
1. Retrograde fluids can ameliorate our ejector systems performance through their ca-
pability of achieving dry expansion through ejector, no need of primary stream su-
perheating, in addition to smaller required compression work.
– The retrograde butene series was found promising, being able to enhance the cycle
COP by around 14% and 8% over the best corresponding regular candidate for
both of air conditioning and indoor ice rinks applications, respectively.
– Retrograde fluids can, generally, enable us to have the ejector cycle operating
at much lower generator pressures than regular refrigerants, leading to a lighter
design of the generator and cheaper overall fixed system cost.
– For an indoor ice rink application using 1butene, the EUAC of the compression
enhanced ejector system with intercooler was 37% less than the basic vapor com-
pression candidate. Savings in annual cost of electricity could reach around 57%.
– The ejector system having higher fixed cost can recover its investment during the
first one third of its lifetime.
2. Supersonic operation of the ejector and double choking condition have been achieved
using air and 1butene. General behavior of the ejector under different operating
conditions agreed with the well known ejector performance.
– Moving the primary nozzle positively towards the constant area section enhanced
both of the entrainment and compression ratios till an optimum value of NXP =
+4.5 cm. The compression ratio increased with a drop in the entrainment ratio
when NXP was further increased.
– The estimated cycle COP and mechanical COP values of the basic ejector cycle
ranged from 0.1 to 0.15, and from 9.2 to 13.7, respectively, when the evaporation
temperature was varied from -14.5oC up to -6.1oC
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3. Numerical results have been assessed using on-design experimental data showing
that the mixing efficiency varies proportionally with the pressure ratio of primary to
secondary flows. Each ejector can have its own specific correlation of φmix = f(pi).
– Transient modeling of the blowdown process has been compared with experimental
results, and estimation of the secondary mass flow rate could be achieved with
maximum error of 15% when the mixing efficiency correlation was employed.
– Good agreement between the numerical results and experimental data authenti-
cates the quasi-steady state assumption upon which the transient code is based.
4. The designed blowdown type experiment is beneficial due to its: simplicity, cost ef-
fectiveness, fast experimentation and short testing time, flexibility for various ejector
configurations and capability of examining diverse refrigerants.
– Quasi-steady state analysis was performed on two different control volumes inside
the ejector showing that the order of magnitude of the unsteady terms were neg-
ligible, ranging from 105 to 107 times less than the other gradient terms. This
confirms the validity of the achieved experimental results based on the blow down
principle.
7.1 Future Work
Testing our simple ejector using 1butene showed very promising results under low evap-
oration temperature levels. The next step can be applying some modifications to the
ejector design like using a modified primary nozzle geometry. This can enhance more the
performance. The following step will be presenting the idea to the market concerning icing
applications.
Proposed ideas for future work can be listed as but not limited to:
1. Testing other ejector configurations like CRMC or modified primary nozzle geometry
and comparing the performance with the conventional one using 1butene.
2. Applying Schlieren visualization as well as CFD analysis to better demonstrate the
effect of NXP on the mixing process and ejector performance.
3. Experimentation of two-phase ejector as expander with CO2 using the blowdown
idea.
4. Experimentation of other expanders like vortex tubes using the same test facility.
APPENDIX A
Refrigerants Properties
Table A.1 List of the selected refrigerants for the present study. Blue: regular,
Red: retrograde.
Figure A.1 GasAlertMax XT II Multi Gas Detector
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Table A.2 Materials compatibility chart.
APPENDIX B
Governing Equations
Table B.1 Governing equations
Component/
Equations(s) No.process/
state
state 1 Tsource = T1 + dTp 1
T1 = Tboil + dTsup, & P1 = Psat)Tboil 2
state 4 T4 = Tcond & x4 = 1 3
state 2 T2 = Tevap & x2 = 0 4
state 5 T5 = Tevap & h5 = h4 5
state 6 P6 = P1 & s6 = s4 6
Evap. [Energy] Qref = m˙s(h2 − h5) 7
state n snis = s2 & Pnis = Pn & ηs = (h2 − hn)/(h2 − hnis) 8
cn =
√
2(h2 − hn) & Gn = cn/vn 9
state m smis = s1 & Pmis = Pm = Pn = P
∗
n = Py 10
ηp = (h1 − hm)/(h1 − hmis) & cm =
√
2(h1 − hm) 11
state t Gt = ct/vt 12
mixing
cy = φm(cm + wcn)/(1 + w) 13[Momentum]
mixing
hy =
(hm + (c
2
m)/2 + whn + w(c
2
n)/2)
(1 + w)
− (c2y)/2 14[Energy]
friction factor 1/
√
f = 2.0 log(Re
√
f )− 8.0 15
Constant-area
vc = cc ∗ vy/cy 16[Continuity]
Constant-area
hc = hy + (c
2
y)/2− (c2c)/2 17[Energy]
Constant-area
Pc =
c2y
vy
+ Py − c
2
c
vc
− [favgL
d
c2avg
2vavg
] 18[Momentum]
Shock wave
cc/vc = cd/vd 19[Continuity]
Shock wave
hc + (c
2
c)/2 = hd + (c
2
d)/2 20[Energy]
Shock wave
Pc + (c
2
c)/vc = Pd + (c
2
d)/vd 21[Momentum]
diffuser ηd = (h3is − hd)/(h3 − hd) 22
Boiler
Qboil = m˙p(h1 − h6) 23[Energy]
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Table B.2 Governing equations, continued
Component/
Equations(s) No.process/
state
Condenser
Qcond = m˙tot(h3 − h4) 24[Energy]
Pump
Ppump = m˙p(h6 − h4) 25[Energy]
Check
Qref +Qboil + Ppump
∼= Qcond 26[Energy]
waste heat
Qboil = m˙p(h1 − h6) = m˙gCpg(Tgi − Tgo) 27gases
Carnot COP COPcarnot =
Tevap
Tboil
∗ Tboil − Tcond
Tcond − Tevap
28
Cycle COP COPcycle =
Qref
Qboil + Ppump
29
Constant-area
d =
√
(4m˙totvy)/(cypi) 30diameter
Area ratio
A
At
≡ area of constant-area section
primary nozzle throat area
=
(1 + w)ctvy
cyvt
31
Condenser Tci = T4 − 5 & T ′c = T ′3 − 2.5 = T4 − 2.5 32
cooling water m˙wCw(T ′c − Tci) = m˙s(h′3 − h4) & Qcond = m˙wCw(Tco − Tci) 33
Exergy of
Ei = m˙i(hi − hr)− m˙iTr(si − sr) 34stream i
Exergy of
EQi = Qi|1−
Tr
Tsc
| 35heat rate i
Exergy loss of
Di =
∑
Ein −
∑
Eout 36component i
Total exergy Dtotal = Dboiler +Dejector +Dcondenser +Dthrottle +Devapourator
loss +Dpump or Dtotal = EQboiler + Ppump − EQref 37
Exergy efficiency ηe =
∑
Eout∑
Ein
=
EQref
EQboiler + Ppump
38
Thermal Qi = UiAiθLMTDi 39
conductance θLMTDi =
(
(Thotin − Tcoldout)− (Thotout − Tcoldin)
ln
Thotin − Tcoldout
Thotout − Tcoldin
)
i
40
Booster cycle
COPmechanical = Qref/Wcomp 41
Qref = m˙ref (hh − hg) 42
Wcomp = m˙ref (he − hh) & ηc = (heis − hh)/(he − hh) &hf = hg 43
m˙s = (m˙ref (he − hf ))/((h2 − h5)) = (Qref +Wcomp)/(h2 − h5) 44
COPcycle =
Qref
Qboil +Wcomp + Ppump
45
ηe =
EQref
EQboiler +Wcomp + Ppump
46
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Figure B.1 Flow chart of the program modeling the ejector refrigeration cycle.
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Figure B.2 Flow chart of the transient program along with a simplified one for
the ejector design code.
APPENDIX C
Economic Factors
Table C.1 Economic factors [9].
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APPENDIX D
Experimental Setup
D.1 Layout
Figure D.1 Overall view 1 of the test setup
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Figure D.2 Overall view 2 of the test setup
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Figure D.3 Overall view 3 of the test setup
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D.2 Various Processes and Checklists
Figure D.4 Valves setting for various processes
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Figure D.5 Checklist for a sample test
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The charging process was executed via three steps: evacuating the system using a vacuum
pump, then charging the system with liquid refrigerant with the 1butene cylinder turned
upside down, and finally with gaseous refrigerant using the compressor with the cylinder
in normal position. The mass of the 1butene charge was measured indirectly by weighing
the 1butene cylinder simultaneously using a digital balance.
The reservoir and system pressures during the test depend on the existing charge. It
should be low enough that the pressure inside the reservoir doesn’t build up more than
the adjusted back pressure value. It was usually set equal to or slightly less than the initial
pressure in the secondary tank.
Figure D.6 Checklist for charging the system with refrigerant
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Figure D.7 Charging the system with 1butene refrigerant
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D.3 Ejector
The ejector consists of four main parts, onto which male ridges and female grooves were
machined to facilitate their alignment when they were assembled. Each pressure port ends
up with a 2 mm hole to sense the local fluid pressure without interfering with the flow
stream. Viton O rings were placed between flanges (-142) and around the movable nozzle
rod (-019) for sealing. An M6 set screw is fastened to hold the nozzle rod in position.
Figure D.8 Nozzle, 2D
Figure D.9 Nozzle, 3D
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Figure D.10 Ejector: Part 1
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Figure D.11 Ejector: Part 2(a)
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Figure D.12 Ejector: Part 2(b)
Figure D.13 Ejector: Part 2(c)
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Figure D.14 Ejector: Part 3
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Figure D.15 Ejector: Part 4
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Figure D.16 1/4” pressure port
Figure D.17 Movable nozzle rod
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D.3.1 Flange Design
An approximate calculation was performed to check for the number of bolts required to
assemble the flanges, as well as the flanges’ thickness. A schematic of the flange, along
with the design parameters are shown in Figure D.18 and Table D.1, respectively.
Figure D.18 Flange schematic
Table D.1 Design parameters for the flanges
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Number of M6 bolts n 4 -
O ring groove diameter Dg 60.1218 mm
inner diameter Di 9 mm
bolt hole diameter db 6 mm
bending moment arm y 18.0911 mm
outer diameter Do 49.6178 mm
bolts center-line diameter Dp 85.8 mm
design pressure Pd 100 (689476) psi (Pa)
bolts core diameter dc 4.7 [38] mm
average tensile strength of bolts σt 150000 (1034) [38] psi (MPa)
tensile yield strength of Stainless Steel 304 σy 1103 [58] MPa
flange thickness tf 10 mm
The force Ft1 acting on the two flanges, trying to separate them from each other, and
applying tension forces on the bolts is
Ft1 =
pi
4
(D2g −D2i ) ∗ Pd = 1913.51N
Following another method, by assuming that the effective diameter on which the fluid
pressure acts is the diameter of a circle touching the bolts’ holes internally [47],
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Ft2 =
pi
4
(Dp − db)2 ∗ Pd = 3448.38N
By knowing the tensile strength of the bolts σt,
∴ Resistance to tension Rt =
pi
4
∗ d2c ∗ σt ∗ n = 71757.31N
∴ Rt > Ft1 > Ft2 ∴ no. of bolts is OK!
To check for the flange’s thickness, we divide the flange into n segments assuming that
each bolt supports one of them [47]. The bending moment is taken about the section
X −X, which is tangential to the outside diameter Do. Let the width of each segment be
x, and the distance from section X −X to the center of the bolt be y.
The bending moment on the flange for each segment Mb =
Ft2
n
∗ y = 15.6 N.m. The
maximum shear-stress theory predicts that the shear yield strength of a ductile material
is [58]
σys=0.5*σy
The resistance to bending Rb = allowable bending stress * section modulus of the cross-
section of the flange
= σy ∗ Z & Z = 1
6
∗ x ∗ t2f
∴ Rb = 456 N.m ' 29 times Mb ∴ flanges’ thickness is OK!
D.4 Measuring Instrumentation
D.4.1 Mass Flow Rate and Density
Vibration of the curved flow tube is induced as the fluid passes. The sensor monitors and
analyzes changes in frequency, phase shift, and amplitude of the vibrating flow tubes. The
changes observed represent the mass flow rate and density of the fluid.
Mass flow rate: The measuring tubes are forced to oscillate producing a sine wave. At
zero flow, the two tubes vibrate in phase with each other. When flow is introduced, the
Coriolis forces cause the tubes to twist resulting in a phase shift. The time difference
between the waves is measured and is directly proportional to the mass flow rate.
Density measurement: The measuring tubes are vibrated at their natural frequency. A
change in the mass of the fluid contained inside the tubes causes a corresponding change to
the tube natural frequency. The frequency change of the tube is used to calculate density.
Temperature measurement of the flow is available too via an integrated RTD.
The maximum sensor working pressure for the 316L stainless steel F050S sensor is 100
barg. While the maximum permissible operating temperature is 200 ◦C. The uncertainty
of the flow meter is shown in Figure D.20.
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Figure D.19 Coriolis mass flow meter principle of operation [27]
Figure D.20 F050S tube calibration chart [53]
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The transmitter calculates everything: mass flow, density, temperature, and totals every 5
ms. Nevertheless, the Ethernet communication is not at the priority of the flow calculations
and is subject to non deterministic communications. This translates to tested output
approximately every 35ms, which is the overall response time of the flow measurement
system.
Yet, the ethernet communication offered by the 5700 transmitter represents a development
in the field of the mass flow measurement concerning the sampling rate. It is fast if
compared with a common mass flow meter with milliAmpere output, whose analog signal
is transmitted at a time response as high as 0.1s. This is the reason why we chose the
ethernet model, so as to be able to pick up any rapid changes of mass flow rate during a
short testing time.
D.4.2 Pressure
Honeywell PX2 and PX3 series pressure transducers were used for pressure measurement,
shown in Figure D.21. All pressure sensors are powered by a 5 Vdc source, and provide
linear output voltage which ranges from 0.5 Vdc to 4.5 Vdc at full scale output. Ranges
of the utilized sensors are indicated in Table D.2.
Figure D.21 Pressure transducers
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Table D.2 Full scale span FSS of pressure sensors.
Position No. of sensors Series FSS, psi
Primary tank 1 PX3 667
Secondary tank 1 PX2 50
Ejector: part 1 1 PX2 50
Ejector: part 2 9 PX3 100
Ejector: part 3 2 PX3 100
Ejector: part 4 1 PX3 100
Reservoir 1 PX3 100
The maximum operating temperature of the pressure transducers is 125 ◦C. Therefore, in
order to protect the primary tank’s pressure sensor at elevated temperatures around 150
◦C, it is assembled with an Omega St.st. 316 cooling element model PG-CT2, as displayed
in Figure D.22.
Figure D.22 Cooling element with primary pressure sensor
D.4.3 Temperature
The thermocouple conductor wire diameter is 0.01”, which is cladded in magnesium oxide
mineral insulation, then covered by St.st. metal sheath.
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Figure D.23 Various metal sheathed thermocouple junctions
Figure D.24 Time response of the thermocouple as a function of the sheath di-
ameter. Comparisons apply to either bare ”butt-welded” or ”grounded” junction
thermocouples. If the thermocouples are the ”beaded” type or ”ungrounded”,
multiply values by 1.5
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Figure D.25 Thermocouple materials and colour coding
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D.4.4 Data Acquisition
Figure D.26 NI USB-6008 (left), NI USB-6211 (middle) and NI-9211 thermo-
couple module (right)
The thermocouple module includes filters and cold-junction compensation for high-accuracy
thermocouple measurements. The module is plugged into NI USB-9162 Portable Bus-
Powered USB Carrier.
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D.5 Equipment Data
D.5.1 Back Pressure Regulator
Pressure reducing regulators reduce a higher supply pressure at the inlet down to a reg-
ulated lower pressure at the outlet (downstream). Back pressure regulators work the
opposite way. They regulate the inlet (upstream) pressure by opening up only as much
as necessary to hold back the desired pressure at the inlet (upstream). Traditional back
pressure regulators use springs to gradually open up as the overpressure is used to com-
press the spring. The developed Equilibar back pressure regulator employs a frictionless
flexible diaphragm instead.
The regulator is loaded with a pilot pressure signal equal to the desired back pressure.
This pressure presses the flexible diaphragm down onto a plate of orifices. A rise in inlet
pressure lifts the diaphragm up to allow excess pressure to be relieved through the outlet
orifices. Similarly, a loss of pressure at the inlet causes the diaphragm to be pushed closer
to the orifices, restricting flow and rebuilding pressure upstream.
Figure D.27 Back Pressure Regulators vs Pressure Reducing Regulators
The regulator is made from St. st. 316 with 3/4” NPT inlet and outlet ports. The maxi-
mum allowable operating pressure is 150 psi. It fully opens in less than 1 % overpressure
in most applications.
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Figure D.28 Back Pressure Regulator interior
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D.5.2 Tanks and Reservoirs
The primary and secondary tanks are two model T Praxair high-pressure steel gas cylin-
ders. Each is 23.5 cm in diameter and has a height of 140 cm. External heating was chosen
for the primary tank as the surface temperature of immersion heaters is not compatible
with 1butene gas. The SPVG reservoir is rated to 200 psi max. The back pressure tank
is a 22 liters Manchester steel cylinder which is rated up to 375 psi.
Figure D.29 Gas cylinder outlet assembly
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Figure D.30 Reservoir dimensions
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D.5.3 Compressor
The average RPM of the compressor ranges from 60 to 90 cycles per minute. The principle
of operation of the compressor is based on the area ratio between the drive section and
the boost (gas) section: 7:1 as shown in Figure D.33. The drive section includes a spool
type directional control valve and 2 poppet type pilot valves so that it will reciprocate
automatically whenever compressed air is applied to the drive port. Drive air exhaust is
routed to a muﬄer to reduce noise and damp vibrations, it is also positioned near the
finned gas section to enhance cooling. The ultimate pressure lift potential equals
Drive pressure x area ratio (7:1) + suction pressure
Figure D.31 The air driven compressor
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Figure D.32 The compressor performance chart
Figure D.33 The compressor schematic
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D.5.4 Plumbing
Two models of ball valves were implemented to direct the flow within the system: Stainless
steel full port Apollo valves model 76F-100-A in the high pressure line, and RUB brass
valves model S95 elsewhere. Two special ball valves were controlled with double acting
air driven actuators, either on or off: 3-piece full port Stainless steel Apollo valve series
86A-100 for primary flow and Dura brass valve model DM240 with Durair || pneumatic
actuator for secondary flow.
Swagelok tube compression fittings were installed, each has two ferrules which grip onto
the tube surface upon fastening the nut forming a tight seal. The vacuum rating of some
important items is shown in Table D.3. Finally, leak tests were performed at vacuum and
8 bars for the whole system, and at 36 bars for the high pressure line.
Figure D.34 The compressed air utility
Table D.3 Vacuum rating of some components
Item Vacuum rating (inch Hg)
Apollo 76F-100-A valve 29
RUB S95 valve 29.9
Apollo 86A-100 valve 29
Dura DM240 valve 29.9
St. st. hose 29
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Figure D.35 Vacuum tests
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Figure D.36 Leak tests
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Figure D.37 Stainless steel Apollo valve series 86A-100 pressure-temperature
rating
Figure D.38 Stainless steel full port Apollo valves model 76F-100-A pressure-
temperature rating
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Figure D.39 Dura brass valve model DM240 pressure-temperature rating
Figure D.40 RUB brass ball valves model S95 pressure-temperature rating
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APPENDIX E
Uncertainty Analysis
We would like firstly to differentiate between error and uncertainty. Error is the deviation
of an instrument reading from a known true value. In many experimental situations we
may not have the true value known with which we may compare the instrument readings,
and yet we may feel fairly confident that the instrument is within a certain plus or minus
range of the true value. This range expresses the uncertainty in the measurand.
Eventually, primary measurements are combined to calculate a particular desired result.
We need to know the uncertainty in the final result due to the uncertainties in the primary
measurements. This may be done by a commonsense analysis of the data. A logical
way would be combining all the errors in the most detrimental way (i.e., considering the
worst case or maximum error with each instrument) in order to determine the maximum
uncertainty in the final result [37].
In our scope, we are interested in calculating the entrainment ratio from two measured val-
ues of primary and secondary mass flow rates. The measuring instruments are two Coriolis
mass flow meters one for each. Recalling the values discussed in section 5.1, the nominal
primary and secondary mass flow rates were 0.032 and 0.006 kg/s, respectively. Thus,
we expect a nominal calculated entrainment ratio of 0.1875. However, as in Appendix
D.4.1, a Coriolis flow meter has a certain accuracy as a function of the reading value. As
a result, we should write the experimental results as 0.032 kg/s ± 0.5 % and 0.006 kg/s
± 1.5 %. Applying the commonsense method to calculate the resultant uncertainty in the
calculated entrainment ratio,
m˙p = 0.032 kg/s± 0.5 % = 0.032 kg/s± 0.00016 kg/s%
m˙s = 0.006 kg/s± 1.5 % = 0.006 kg/s± 0.00009 kg/s%
By taking the extreme possible variations in primary and secondary mass flow measure-
ments, we can get
ωmax =
0.006 + 0.00009
0.032− 0.00016 = 0.1913 (+2.03 %)
ωmax =
0.006− 0.00009
0.032 + 0.00016
= 0.1838 (−1.97 %)
It is quite unlikely that ω would be in error by these amounts because variations in primary
and secondary Coriolis meters errors would not probably correspond with each other.
When the primary one reads an extreme "high" there is no reason that the secondary one
must read an extreme "low" at that particular instant, and vice versa. A more precise
method of estimating uncertainty in experimental results has been presented by Kline
and McClintock. We define a result R as a given function of the independent variables
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R = R(x1, x2, x3, ..., xn). Let wR be the uncertainty in R and w1, w2, w3,..., wn be the
uncertainties in the independent variables. Then,
wR = [(
∂R
∂x1
w1)
2 + (
∂R
∂x2
w2)
2 + ...+ (
∂R
∂xn
wn)
2]1/2
Applying the previous equation on the entrainment ratio relation, we’ll get
wω = [(
∂ω
∂m˙s
wm˙s)
2 + (
∂ω
∂m˙p
wm˙p)
2]1/2
∂ω
∂m˙s
=
1
m˙p
=
1
0.032
= 31.25 s/kg &
∂ω
∂m˙p
= −m˙s
m˙2p
= − 0.006
0.0322
= −5.86 s/kg
wm˙p = 0.00016 kg/s & wm˙s = 0.00009 kg/s
∴ wω = 0.00296 or 1.58 %
This is the utilized method for performing the uncertainty analysis and evaluating the error
bars of the entrainment ratio presented in the previous figures. We can obviously notice
that the uncertainty estimated from the Kline and McClintock method (i.e., ±1.58%) is
smaller than that by the commonsense method. In the same time, the resultant uncertainty
wR is always larger than the maximum of those of the independent variables (i.e., wR >
max(w1, w2, w3, ..., wn)).
APPENDIX F
Experimental Results
For the primary flow total temperature T1, it was found to drop just by around 2 ◦C, which
agrees with the adiabatic assumption for the blow down process (i.e., Pvγ taking γ = 1.12
for 1butene). However, the secondary tank was non insulated, so the secondary flow total
temperature T2 was found nearly constant at ambient level owing to heat transfer from
the surroundings.
Figure F.1 Primary flow stagnation temperature T1 variation with time.
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Figure F.2 Secondary flow stagnation temperature T2 variation with time.
Figure F.3 Comparison between numerical and experimental results of sec-
ondary mass flow rate variation with time, condition 1.
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Figure F.4 Comparison between numerical and experimental results of sec-
ondary flow stagnation pressure variation with time, condition 1.
Figure F.5 Comparison between numerical and experimental results of sec-
ondary mass flow rate variation with time, condition 2.
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Figure F.6 Comparison between numerical and experimental results of sec-
ondary flow stagnation pressure variation with time, condition 2.
Figure F.7 Comparison between numerical and experimental results of sec-
ondary mass flow rate variation with time, condition 4.
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Figure F.8 Comparison between numerical and experimental results of sec-
ondary flow stagnation pressure variation with time, condition 4.
Figure F.9 Comparison between numerical and experimental results of sec-
ondary mass flow rate variation with time, condition 5.
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Figure F.10 Comparison between numerical and experimental results of sec-
ondary flow stagnation pressure variation with time, condition 5.
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